
Marking Milestones: In Life and in Technology 
By Tom Fitzpatrick, Editor and Verification Technologist

 
Welcome to our special DAC 2016 Edition of Verification Horizons. 

As I’ve said many times, DAC is undoubtedly my favorite work-related week of the year. In giving 
us all the opportunity to see the amazing technology that Mentor Graphics, our partners and even 
our competitors introduce and the chance to catch up with old friends and colleagues, it serves as 
an annual milestone by which we measure both the progress of our industry and the passing of 
time. This year, DAC happens to follow closely on the heels of a personal milestone as well. By the 
time you read this, my son, David, will have graduated from high school. I hope you’ll forgive a little 
paternal pride and allow me to tell you that he completed high school as the valedictorian of his class 
and will be attending Georgetown University in the fall. His 
mother, sister and I are, as you can imagine, extremely proud 
of him. I feel in some ways like we’ve reached “tape out” with 
this amazing young man as he goes out into the world, but of 
course our job is nowhere near complete. And, fortunately, 
we still have the summer with him.

One challenge David will have that most of us probably didn’t 
even consider when we graduated high school is a world with 
actual self-driving cars. As with anything, this exciting new 
technology comes with its own set of pitfalls, many of which 
we may not even be aware of yet. Our first article, “How 
Formal Techniques Can Keep Hackers from Driving You into 
a Ditch,” by my colleague Joe Hupcey, our Questa® Formal 
Product Manager, certainly lives up to its title. By walking 
you through a case study, Joe will first scare you and then 
reassure you that the proper use of formal technology can 
indeed protect your car, whether self-driving or automation-
assisted, from being hacked, with potentially life-saving 
implications.

In “Simplifying HDCP Verification Using Questa VIP (QVIP),” 
my colleagues from the Mentor VIP team begin with an 
explanation of the High-Bandwidth Digital Content Protection 
(HDCP) protocol, which can be used to protect critical audio 
and video data from third parties. Next, they lay out some 
of the verification challenges inherent in such a multi-step 
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protocol, and then show how Mentor’s Display QVIP 
components are ideally suited for verifying this important 
functionality. It also serves to show some of the usability 
improvements we’ve made to our QVIP library.

We round out our Mentor-contributed articles in this 
issue with “No RTL Yet? No Problem: UVM Testing a 
SystemVerilog Fabric Model” by my long-time colleague 
Rich Edelman. This article was originally presented as a 
paper at DVCon-US in March, but it’s so good we wanted to 
share it with you. Rather than your verification team needing 
to wait for an RTL model of the DUT, Rich shows how some 
of the more abstract SystemVerilog language constructs 
can be used to create a functional model against which you 
can begin building your UVM testbench and developing 
sequences that can be reused with the ultimate RTL model 
at both the block and system level.

We begin our Partners’ Corner section with “Accelerating 
Networking Products to Market” by noted emulation expert 
Lauro Rizatti, a frequent contributor. In the article, Lauro 
walks us through the evolution of emulation for verifying a 
complex network SoC, such as an Ethernet switch, from in-
circuit emulation (ICE), with its limited usability and complex 
cabling, to today’s enterprise-wide reconfigurable emulation 
resource center using Mentor’s VirtuaLAB software.

Next, our friends at Barco-Silex enlighten us about  
“The Advantage of Using Mentor Graphics for the Physical 
Verification of FPGAs in Accordance with an Aerospace 
DO254 Methodology Flow.” The article highlights the 
flexibility of their AVP254 modular test platform that allows 
tests to be developed with the RTL model and then reused 
as-is with the actual FPGA once it’s available.

In “Extending UVM Verification Models for the Analysis 
of Fault Injection Simulations,” our friends at IROC 
Technologies show how UVM can be used in an ISO 
26262-compliant verification effort. With some clever  
use of UVM phases and the uvm_report_catcher,  
they incorporate their Fault Injection Database,  
which allows control and coverage of faults to be  
recorded, in accordance with ISO 26262.

Our last Partners’ Corner contribution, “Saving Time and 
Improving Quality with a Specification to Realization Flow” 
comes from our friends at Agnisys. Their ISequenceSpecTM 

(ISS) tool lets you specify a set of sequences to exercise 
your design and then transform these sequences into 
UVM sequences or other implementations. These UVM 
sequences are then imported into the Mentor Graphics 
Questa inFact Intelligent Testbench Automation solution as 
actions that become nodes in a graph-based representation 
of abstract stimulus for the DUT.

In our Consultants’ Corner, we have VerifWorks introducing 
a set of best practices in UVM to help you “Solve UVM 
Debug Problems with the UVM Vault.” The article shows 
how to take advantage of some built-in UVM features with 
which you may be unfamiliar to help you debug a variety 
of problems commonly encountered when using the UVM 
Factory. These techniques were featured in the UVM “Tips 
and Tricks” tutorial at DVCon-US back in March.

I’ve had the great fortune, as Editor, to share with you 
numerous stories about my family over the years, and it’s 
been fun to relate these anecdotes to various aspects of 
Functional Verification, however contrived those analogies 
may be. But now I think about my son, about whom I’ve 
shared stories of when I coached him in baseball, hiked with 
him in the Boy Scouts and shared the many ups and downs 
of our beloved Boston Red Sox and New England Patriots, 
and I am amazed at how much we have both changed over 
the past 10+ years that Verification Horizons has been 
published. He is about to embark toward horizons of his 
own, and I’m excited to see how things turn out for him.

Respectfully submitted, 
Tom Fitzpatrick 
Editor, Verification Horizons
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The number one priority in vehicle security is to harden the 
root-of-trust; from which everything else — the hardware, 
firmware, OS, and application layer’s security — is derived. 
If the root-of-trust can be compromised, then the whole 
system is vulnerable. In the near future the root-of-trust 
will effectively be an encryption key — a digital signature 
for each vehicle — that will be stored in a secure memory 
element inside all vehicles. In this article we will show how 
a mathematical, formal analysis technique can be applied 
to ensure that this secure storage cannot (A) be read by 
an unauthorized party or accidentally “leak” to the outputs 
or (B) be altered, overwritten, or erased by unauthorized 
entities. We will include a real-world case study from a 
consumer electronics maker that has successfully used this 
technology to secure their products from attacks 24/7/365.

Note that the techniques and solutions described herein are 
focused exclusively on digital circuitry specified in a register 
transfer level (RTL) language, such as Verilog or VHDL 
– i.e. the most fundamental level of digital design. This 
article does not go into any physical design and verification 
issues or related “side-channel” attacks, nor do we address 
firmware or higher level software security best practices.

INTRODUCTION 
In the past year several security researchers have 
demonstrated how the digital electronics in modern 
production vehicles can be remotely tampered with to 
disrupt, and even disable, its control systems. For example, 
in July 2015 hackers were able to remotely disable the 
brakes and transmission of a brand-new Jeep® Cherokee  
— literally driving the vehicle into a ditch [1]. 

Another group of researchers were able to hack into a 
car’s braking and other critical systems via the digital audio 
broadcast (DAB) infotainment system [2]. In this form of 
attack, multiple vehicles could be affected simultaneously. 

Fortunately no one has been hurt in these experiments, and 
manufacturers have been quick to respond with patches. 
But these two stories (and a growing number of others like 
them) demonstrate just how insecure today’s automobile 
digital electronic systems are.

In this article we will describe how to establish and verify 
the confidentiality and integrity of the electronic hardware 

 
Figure 1. Security reporter Andy Greenberg attempts 

to reverse out of a ditch after its brakes were remotely 

disabled. Source: Wired Magazine [1]

 
root-of-trust. If this root-of-trust can be compromised, 
then the whole system — the hardware, firmware, OS, 
and application layer’s security — will be vulnerable to 
attack. Specifically, we will show how the path verification 
methodology can be automated with mathematical formal 
analysis to exhaustively verify that only the paths the 
designer specifies can reach security or safety-critical 
storage elements: in other words, formally prove the 
sanctity of the device under test’s (DUT) root-of-trust.

CREATING THE ROOT-OF-TRUST  
IN DIGITAL HARDWARE 
As more successful attacks occur on vehicles’ digital 
circuitry, we predict that in the near future vehicle 
manufacturers or their respective digital electronics 
suppliers will be compelled to secure their digital circuitry. 
We propose they can create this root-of-trust by creating 
an encryption key — a digital signature unique to each 
significant electronic sub-system — that will be encoded 
into the electronics of the vehicle. With this signature, the 
data packets transiting the interior networks of the vehicle 
can then be “signed” with the given subsystem’s signature 
and, during operation, be decrypted with either the vehicle’s 
master signature or used to authenticate and secure 
maintenance-related updates initiated by the manufacturer. 
The benefits of this are twofold: (1) the digital signature 
authenticates that the commands or data are coming from 
an authorized source, and (2) the data packets can be 

How Formal Techniques Can Keep Hackers from Driving You into a Ditch 
by Joe Hupcey III and Bryan Ramirez, Mentor Graphics 
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decrypted by the receiving sensor packs, Engine Control 
Units (ECUs), radios, etcetera.

Unfortunately, most automobiles sold today cannot support 
this proposal since popular bus protocols, such as controller 
area network (CAN) and local interconnect network (LIN) 
simply do not have the bandwidth or protocol architecture 
to support this. However, real-time packet encryption/
decryption is certainly possible with the increasingly popular 
Automotive Ethernet standard (whose early adopters 
include BMW®, Hyundai®, and Volkswagen®) [3]. In such an 
advanced system, just like set-top-box and game console 
makers do today, the automaker can embed a unique 
encryption key in each electronic system in the factory.  
The key itself would be stored in a secure memory element 
of some sort; such as a separate memory chip or a register 
bank inside a system on a chip (SoC). Consequently, RTL 
design and verification engineers will need to verify that  
this secure storage cannot be compromised.

THE VERIFICATION CHALLENGE 
The associated verification challenges can be boiled  
down to two concerns:

(A) Confidentiality: Can the key be read by an 
unauthorized party or accidentally “leak” to the outputs?

(B) Integrity: Can the key be altered, overwritten, or 
erased by hackers or due to some unforeseen hardware  
or firmware bug?

Consider the system in Figure 2, in which the designer  
pairs a secure storage element (that will hold a digital 
signature) with an encryption engine.

Ideally, as per a combination of digital control and data 
signals in the circuit, the key can be read only by the 
encryption engine. But what if, by some unforeseen  
design flaw or error, this path was not the only path the 
secure data could actually take? Consider Figure 3.

Figure 3. Taking the same example digital automotive 

SoC, with the red arrows showing unspecified, undesired 

paths the secure data can also take (which ultimately 

compromises the security of the whole system).

 
While there are some other appropriate paths from 
which the private key could be loaded, read, etcetera by 
authorized sources, there are potentially numerous other 
paths that should never be allowed. Even in a relatively 
small circuit, it is easy for designers to fail to consider 
access paths that are inadvertently accessible to the  
“open” parts of the system, let alone mistakenly introduce 
an error into the coding of the RTL design.

Figure 2. Example of  

a digital automotive SoC  

with a memory element  

reserved for secure data  

and an encryption engine  

to sign or decrypt data  

packets. The green arrow 

represents the only path  

that should exist for  

the secure data.

How Formal Techniques Can Keep Hackers from Driving You into a Ditch 
by Joe Hupcey III and Bryan Ramirez, Mentor Graphics 
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POPULAR (AND UNSUCCESSFUL) TECHNIQUES 
So what’s the best methodology to ensure that this secure 
storage cannot (A) be read by an unauthorized party 
or accidentally “leak” to the outputs or (B) be altered, 
overwritten, or erased by attackers? To address this 
question, let’s first review popular techniques that do not 
work well; or simply don’t work at all.

Security by obscurity — If the details of a system are 
not documented and kept secure, the presumption is that 
attackers will not be able to expose any flaws in the design 
through experimentation. While this practice may delay 
attackers, it rarely results in deterring attacks or ultimately 
hindering their success.

White hat hacking — Employing engineers to 
deliberately try and breach a product’s security features 
can be a relatively effective security verification technique. 
However, this technique rapidly decreases in effectiveness 
as circuit complexity increases.

Expert inspection — Architectural design and code 
reviews by experienced engineers is another valuable 
exercise to enforce best design practices and standards. 
However, even the most seasoned expert cannot 
exhaustively predict all the scenarios enabled by new logic 
as circuit complexity increases.

Directed testing — Writing specific digital simulation-
based tests to address predefined elements of a project’s 
test plan is as necessary and important as any verification 
effort. Of course, this method has the obvious shortcoming 
that it’s impossible to predict all the corner case scenarios 
that might occur.

Constrained-random verification — All 
simulation-based verification suffers from the issue that 
you can never run enough test vectors to exhaustively test 
the whole design, or even any significant part of a complex 
design. One way to address this issue is using constrained 
random stimulus. The use of random stimulus brings two 
very significant benefits. Firstly, random stimulus is great 
for uncovering unexpected bugs, because given enough 
time and resources it can allow the entire state space of 
the design to be explored free from the selective biases 

of a human test writer. Secondly, random stimulus allows 
compute resources to be maximally utilized by running 
parallel compute farms and overnight runs. Of course, 
pure random stimulus would be nonsensical, so adding 
constraints to make random stimulus legal is an important 
part of the verification process [4]. Unfortunately, even 
the most well-written constrained-random testbench 
simulation is not exhaustive. Hence, corner-cases that hide 
vulnerabilities could go undetected.

In summary, all of the above methods do not scale and are 
not exhaustive, which leads to their ineffectiveness for all 
but the smallest of DUTs.

AN AUTOMATED FORMAL APPROACH 
Recall that the verification challenge can be boiled down  
to two concerns:

(A) Confidentiality: Can the key be read by an  
unauthorized party or accidentally “leak” to the outputs?

(B) Integrity: Can the key be altered, overwritten,  
or erased by hackers or due to some unforeseen  
hardware or firmware bug?

The only way to exhaustively verify (A) and (B) with only a 
few hours of compute time on common, low cost servers is 
by employing a formal verification technology. In a nutshell, 
“Formal verification uses mathematical formal methods to 
prove or disprove the correctness of a system’s design with 
respect to formal specifications expressed as properties.”[5] 

In this context, a property is a short piece of code — written 
using either the IEEE SystemVerilog Assertion (SVA) 
or Property Specification Language (PSL) standards 
— that the design or verification engineer writes to full 
specify the intended functional and temporal behavior of 
two or more digital signals in relation to each other. The 
formal verification tool takes properties as input and then 
mathematically compares the signal behavior described 
by the properties to the range of all possible states of the 
DUT’s RTL that the associated signals touch. Because  
the formal analysis is executed on what are essentially 
Boolean equations of the circuit for all possible signal 
inputs, the results are exhaustive.1 

1Formal verification itself is not new. The methodology and technology have been around for over 20 years [6]; but only in the last 5 years has it been 
automated to the point where a “regular” RTL design and verification engineer could easily and effectively use it. A good book on the topic was just 
published: Formal Verification, 1st Edition, An Essential Toolkit for Modern VLSI Design, http://store.elsevier.com/product.jsp?isbn=9780128007273
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Consequently, the “formal specification” for secure path 
analysis is that (A) and (B) can never happen; in other 
words, the key can only be read and edited by authorized 
parties through specific, secure pathways — anything  
else is a design flaw that must be fixed before going into 
production.

So how can design and verification engineers employ  
a formal technology to this verification challenge 
at the RTL — especially if they have never used 
formal analysis tools or methods before? 

In response to customer demand from the 
consumer electronics market, Mentor Graphics® 
has developed a fully automated solution that 
exhaustively verifies that only specified paths 
can reach security or safety-critical storage 
elements; in other words, to formally prove the 
confidentiality and integrity of the DUT’s root-
of-trust. The best part is that no knowledge of 
formal or property specification languages is 
required.

Specifically, as per the block diagram in  
Figure 4, using RTL and cleartext, human  
and machine readable Tool Command Language  
(Tcl) code to specify the secure and/or safety-critical 
storage and allowed-access paths as input, the Mentor 
Graphics Questa® Secure Check app automates the 
property creation process and formal analysis execution  
to exhaustively verify that the root-of-trust (in other words, 
the storage for the system’s encryption keys) cannot be 
read or tampered with via unauthorized signal paths.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the Questa Secure Check 

formal application.

 
To expedite the analysis and/or minimize the formal compile 
and run time, the app supports black boxing of clearly 
extraneous IPs and paths to keep the focus on the secure 

channels alone. The result is an exhaustive proof of a 
design’s integrity and/or clear counterexamples showing 
how the specification can be violated.2 Depending on the 
size of the state space described in the RTL representing 
the DUT’s behavior, results can come in within minutes for 
small DUTs – a matter of several hours is more common 
given the large scale analysis most users engage in. 

Figure 5. Secure Check GUI example: users click on 

the “Insecure Path” of concern (lower left-hand-side 

window) and the application generates a schematic of 

the path (lower right-hand-side window) and related 

waveforms of the signals involved (upper right-hand-

side window). 

CASE STUDY 
The proposed solution is in current production use; 
specifically at a consumer electronics manufacturer. Their 
products are used in contexts where they are subject to 
world-wide attack, 24/7/365. Even worse, from a defense 
standpoint, their product is easy to purchase; so attackers 
can buy multiple systems for reverse engineering. Indeed, 
there are several websites and books dedicated to attacking 
their product. 

The security of the IP and of the software hosted by the 
product depends on securely storing a digital signature 

2Manual formal methods — Note that standard, manually-driven formal approaches can be successful and are exhaustive for this verification challenge. 
However, they are very tedious to manually configure. In short, one would need hand-written assertions for each path (1,000s!) and checking for the 
absence of a connection is not tractable with normal assertions and formal methods.
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inside the device. Naturally, the system’s designers must 
ensure that this key cannot make it to the outputs of the 
system, nor can the system betray the key by subtle 
differences in output when multiple systems are run in 
parallel and given the same inputs. In short, the design and 
verification team’s mission is to exhaustively verify that only 
the specified access paths to the embedded encryption key 
are possible. Anything else is a flaw in the design that must 
be fixed.

At the start of the product development program, the 
design and verification team used all of the classic security 
verification methods outlined above. However, given the 
complexity of the new system, the certainty of its exposure 
to continuous and sophisticated attacks, and the high cost 
of failure, they decided to also add a formal-based approach 
to their development flow since they knew that only formal 
methods provide a mathematically exhaustive analysis; in 
other words, exactly the sort of technology that can unearth 
unexpected corner cases and bugs.

Unfortunately, none of the team had ever used formal-
based verification tools before. But they already had the 
design captured in Verilog RTL, and they were well-versed 
in the popular Tcl syntax used to specify the secure storage, 
control signals, desired data paths, and peripheral circuit 
areas that were safe to exclude. The automation engineered 
into the Secure Check app under-the-hood handled the 
rest.

During the evaluation, the Secure Check app not only 
found the same issues discovered by the other verification 
methods, it also found previously unknown paths that could 
have led to a compromise of the system. Needless to say, 
these bugs were rapidly fixed, and to guard against future 
bugs emerging as the design evolves, the Secure Check 
app is now run on a regular basis. 

Finally, it’s fair to acknowledge that this company still 
employs squads of white hat hackers to try to break into 
their own system. However, this is part of a “defense in 
depth” strategy, where all methods are used in concert, 
and thus the results and benefits of all approaches overlap 
to provide more coverage of the attack surfaces than any 
single approach can provide.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS 
Only a sound hardware-based solution based on securely 
stored encryption keys will establish a true root-of-trust in 
vehicle digital systems. However, the classical approaches 
of trying to verify these circuit designs drastically decreases 
in effectiveness as circuit complexity increases. Similarly, 
even a really well designed constrained-random testbench 
simulation environment is not exhaustive either.

In partnership with customers in the consumer electronics 
market, formal-based EDA tools have been developed that 
can also be applied to secure the root-of-trust in automotive 
digital systems. Only an exhaustive formal analysis can 
verify this with mathematical certainty, and thus the Questa 
Secure Check formal application was created to help digital 
design and verification engineers address this challenge.

FUTURE RESEARCH 
Clearly the integrity of a vehicle’s electronics’ logic design 
is but one attack surface of many. Indeed, among the more 
vulnerable areas are the firmware and upper-level software 
for each electronic system in the vehicle. Hence, this begs 
the question about whether the formal analysis methods 
described above for RTL — which technically is just another 
type of software code — could be applied to firmware and 
the rest of the software stack. 

Unfortunately, today the answer is essentially “no.” Recall 
that RTL itself constrains programmers into a very narrow 
model of digital hardware. As such, the RTL can be easily 
transformed by the formal analysis tool into concise 
Boolean equations that can be mapped into a tractable 
state space that enables their solution with mathematical 
algorithms. In contrast, even low-level, “bare metal” 
firmware commonly employs complex numerical data 
types (e.g., floating point values) and indirect memory 
address pointers that are very challenging to “flatten” into 
a manageable equation that can be solved with known 
algorithms. Academic research toward solving these 
challenges is ongoing.
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DEFINITIONS/ABBREVIATIONS 
DUT Device Under Test

EDA Electronic Design Automation

Formal Verification An analytical technique that uses 
mathematical methods to create formal proofs of Boolean 
equations that represent digital circuits, and then prove or 
disprove the correctness of a system’s design with respect 
to formal specifications expressed as properties.

RTL Register Transfer Level — A level of design 
abstraction before code is synthesized into gates used in 
hardware description languages (HDLs) like Verilog and 
VHDL. Design at the RTL is where much of modern digital 
design is done.

SoC System On a Chip 

Tcl Tool Command Language – an open source 
language that end-users can use to programmatically 
command Electronic Design Automation tools
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Since the advent of television, transference of video data 
from source to display has been a challenging task. Video 
by nature contains large amounts of information that needs 
to be transferred quickly. As modern digital displays were 
introduced, new standards to transfer the video were also 
introduced; such as Digital Visual Interface (DVI), High- 
Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI), DisplayPort, UDI, 
GVIF, etc.

Digital transmission of audiovisual content is desirable when 
pursuing the highest possible quality, as it allows perfect 
reproduction of the source content on displays. But that 
data must be kept secure from unauthorized parties. High-
Bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP), developed 
by Intel®, provided a solution to prevent copying of digital 
audio and video content as it travels across the devices. 
HDCP involves multiple standards that contain various 
complex algorithms used during authentication, which itself 
is a multi-step flow and hence makes it difficult to use. 
This article describes various challenges in the field of 
verifying and debugging HDCP protected interfaces (HDMI 
and DisplayPort), and how Mentor’s QVIP makes this task 
easier for users by providing simple to use APIs and debug 
messages.

INTRODUCTION TO HDCP 
HDCP is a system meant to encrypt the audiovisual content 
in such a way that this HDCP-encrypted content is restricted 

from being played on unauthorized devices or devices  
which have been revoked by the system.

Let’s think of a security check at the airport. First,  
they confirm your identity and an authorized booking.  
If everything is fine, they allow you to enter, provide  
you a seat and let you enjoy the journey. 

Here, tickets, passport, and IDs are like the public and 
private keys associated with an HDCP Device. Once they 
are authenticated, you are provided with a session key 
(similar to a seat allotted in airplane), which is used to 
encrypt/decrypt the content.

Likewise, whenever a source device detects the presence 
of a display (through Hot Plug Detect or any other means), it 
starts an HDCP session. An HDCP session is basically the 
exchange of keys between source and display devices. Only 
valid keys will result in successful authentication. Once, the 
device is authenticated successfully, they generate a shared 
secret value which cannot be determined by eavesdroppers.

In case the device does not possess valid keys, 
authentication fails and the secret value to decrypt the 
content is not shared with the display. And hence the 
encrypted content received by the display cannot be 
decrypted.

Simplifying HDCP Verification Using Questa® VIP 
by Raman Jain and Priya Minocha, Mentor Graphics
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An HDCP system contains:
• One Content Control Function, whose content  

is encrypted
• One transmitter that encrypts
• One or multiple receivers (or repeaters)

Figure 2: HDCP System 

 

It provides a three step content protection mechanism:

Before sending data, a transmitting device checks that the 
receiver is authorized to receive it. If so, the transmitter 
encrypts the data to prevent eavesdropping as it flows to 
the receiver.

HDCP supports two versions, HDCP V1.x and HDCP V2.x, 
where Version 2.x is not a continuation of 1.x and is rather 
a completely different link protection.

HDCP 1.X 
To each adopter of HDCP v1.x, Digital Content Protection, 
LLC provides a unique set of 40, 56-bit secret device keys 
and a corresponding 40-bit identifier, Key Selection Vector 
(KSV). Exchange of these secret device keys between 

the HDCP devices generates 
a shared secret value that 
cannot be determined by 
eavesdroppers. This shared 
secret value is then used as a 
symmetric key to encrypt the 
HDCP content. If a particular 
set of keys is compromised, 
their corresponding KSV is 
added to a revocation list 
burned onto new devices. 
The lists are signed with a 
DSA digital signature, which 
is meant to keep malicious 
users from revoking legitimate 

devices. During authentication, the transmitting device 
looks for the receiver’s KSV on the list, and if it is there, will 
not send protected content to the revoked device. Thus, 
a communication path is established between the HDCP 
transmitter and HDCP receiver that can be accessed only 
by authorized devices.

HDCP 1.x system allows up to seven levels of HDCP 
repeaters and as many as 128 total HDCP devices, 
including repeaters.

HDCP authentication protocol is completed in three parts:

Simplifying HDCP Verification Using Questa® VIP 
by Raman Jain and Priya Minocha, Mentor Graphics

1. Authentication of HDCP Receivers  
to their immediate upstream connection  
(to an HDCP Transmitter)

2. Revocation of HDCP Receivers that are 
determined to be invalid by the Digital 
Content Protection, LLC

3. HDCP Encryption of Audiovisual Content 
over the HDCP-protected interfaces between 
HDCP transmitters and their downstream 
HDCP receivers

1. First Part of Authentication Process: 
Establishes shared values between the two 
HDCP devices if both devices have a valid 
Device Key Set from the Digital Content 
Protection, LLC.

2. Second Part of Authentication:  
Allows an HDCP repeater to report the  
KSVs of attached HDCP receivers.

3. Third Part of Authentication: Occurs during 
the vertical blanking interval preceding each 
frame for which encryption is enabled and 
provides an initialization state for the HDCP 
cipher for encrypting the HDCP content 
within that frame.
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Once the authentication has been completed successfully, 
a pseudo-random data stream (24-bit for HDMI and 32-bit 
for DP) is generated by the HDCP cipher. HDCP encryption 
consists of bit-wise exclusive-or (XOR) of this data stream 
with the content to be encrypted.

HDCP 2.X 
HDCP Version 2.x is a completely different mechanism 
for authentication and encryption, HDCP v2.2 being the 
latest evolution in the 4K era. HDCP 2.0 replaces the 
ad hoc 56-bit HDCP 1.x encryption scheme with two 
standard algorithms from the data security industry: for 
authentication, an RSA system with 1024 and 3072-bit 
keys, and for content encryption, a 128-bit AES system. 
In addition, the maximum number of connected devices 
is reduced to 32 and the maximum level of repeaters is 
reduced to four. All of these changes mean that unlike 
HDCP v1.x specifications, which support backward 
compatibility, HDCP v2.x is not directly backward 
compatible with HDCP 1.x. However, the new specifications 
describe a few converters to interact between HDCP 1.x 
and HDCP 2.x devices to support mixed A/V systems with 
both versions of HDCP-compliant devices. Thus, HDCP 
v2.x interfaces may only interact with HDCP v1.x only by 
natively supporting HDCP v1.x using a dedicated converter 
device.

All HDCP v2 adopters are provided with a 128-bit secret 
Global Constant denoted by lc128 by DCP LLC. The same 
Global Constant is shared by all the HDCP devices.

All HDCP v2 transmitters are issued a 3072-bit RSA public 
key of DCP LLC denoted by kpubdcp and receivers are 
issued 1024-bit RSA public and private keys.

HDCP 2.x features a new authentication protocol and a 
locality check to ensure that only nearby devices will be 
able to receive the protected content. This authentication 
protocol is comprised of the following stages:

Although the mechanisms for HDCP v1.x and v2.x are 
completely different, still there are few commonalities 
between HDCP v2 and v1:

1. Both are under DCP LLC authority
2. Both share the same license agreement, compliance 

rules and robustness rules
3. Both share the same revocation system and same 

device ID formats, moreover basic HDCP encryption/
decryption fundamentals remain intact.

 
DIFFERENCES IN HDCP FOR HDMI AND DP 
All the HDCP 1.x versions have a similar concept for 
authenticating the display device, but among the different 
types of interfaces, few differences occur at the encryption 
stage. For example, for HDMI the pseudo-random 
encrypted output is 24-bit wide while for DisplayPort it is  
32-bit wide. This concept holds true for Version 2.x as well.

Here we have mentioned some differences  
in HDCP for HDMI and DP interfaces.

For Version 1.x DisplayPort varies in the following manner:

- Third Step of Authentication, which resets the Cipher in 
the Vertical Blanking of every frame, is absent

- Authentication process can be started either by sending 
AKSV and An or by receiving BKSV first

1. Authentication and Key Exchange (AKE): 
The HDCP receiver’s public key certificate 
is verified by the HDCP transmitter and a 
master key Km  is exchanged.

2. Locality Check: The HDCP transmitter en-
sures that the receiver is located nearby by 
requiring that the Round Trip Time (RTT) 

between two messages is not more than  
20 ms.

3. Session Key Exchange (SKE): Successful 
completion of AKE and locality check stages 
affirm to the HDCP transmitter that the HDCP 
receiver is authorized to receive HDCP content. 
Then a 128-bit pseudo-random session 
key is generated by the transmitter and is 
communicated to the receiver. Whenever, 
HDCP encryption is disabled due to detection 
or loss of HPD or authentication failures, this 
session key is expired.

4. Authentication with Repeaters: If the connected 
downstream port is an HDCP repeater, this 
step is executed. It is used for the upstream 
propagation of topology information and the 
downstream propagation of Content Stream 
Management information.
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For Version 2.x, it has the following variations:

- Locality timing check
- Field in register rx_status

 
Few variations that are common among both the versions:

- Wide Offset address range than HDMI
- In DP CP_IRQ interrupt can be sent by receiver which 

does not exist in HDMI
- Link Integrity check process differs
- Encryption Criteria and Cipher Calculation logics differ
- Stream Mapping over lanes differ in both

 
Above are the basic differences which exist in HDCP  
for HDMI and DP along with other minor differences.

VERIFICATION CHALLENGES 
Being a content protection protocol, HDCP involves 
complicated algorithms for authentication and encryption 
which in turn brings a dilemma for successful verification. 
Along with the great merits which HDCP bring along, it also 
introduces the following verification intricacies:

Multi-flavored versions

- Multi-step flow of authentication and encryption/
decryption algorithms

- Two explicit sets of algorithms for Version 1.x and 2.x
- Within a version different flavors for different interfaces

 
All the above reasons make it cumbersome to create single 
test bench scenarios that can run on all the versions and 
their corresponding revisions.

Debugging

- If something goes wrong at some point of the 
authentication or there are cipher mismatches then it 
becomes hard to find out the exact cause of the issue 
as HDCP involves complex algorithms and multiple 
steps.

 
Analyzing bus activities

- Multiple private and public keys of wide bit lengths
- Highly iterative logic at every instant
- Multiple cycles to complete each step

All these make it difficult to analyze the bus activities.

Verification closure

- Authentication process is dynamic. It can be initiated  
at any point of time and any number of times

- Multiple possible scenarios which may lead to 
authentication failure

 
These call for a full-fledged functional verification plan to 
execute all the scenarios.

Content validation

- Once the encrypted audio-visual content received at 
the display has been decrypted, the actual data before 
the encryption and after the decryption needs to be 
compared in order to validate the synchronization of 
pseudo-random cipher values at both ends.

 
QUESTA VERIFICATION IP SOLUTION 
Mentor’s Display QVIPs provide a user friendly solution to 
verify various display interfaces like HDMI and DisplayPort. 
HDCP Versions 1.x and 2.x are available for HDMI and 
DisplayPort.

Questa VIP provides the following major features to solve 
HDCP problems:

Consistent HDCP solution

- Consistent HDCP solution across different versions  
as well as interfaces, HDMI and DisplayPort.

 
It reduces the test bench development time and effort 
required to verify HDCP when moving from one version to 
another or one interface to another.

Dynamic control of HDCP functionality

- Switches to enable and disable HDCP functionality 
during the simulation at any point of time. Moreover, 
once devices are authenticated, HDCP encryption can 
be enabled dynamically.

 
Easy to use APIs

- APIs to execute the authentication with a single call, 
which are consistent across versions 1.x and 2.x
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For example, a single API call “start_auth” would 
automatically start the authentication process and all 
authentication steps will get executed once. A snapshot 
for the sequence to initiate HDCP authentication is shown 
below:

Figure 3: HDCP authentication initiation sequence

Control for individual authentication steps

- APIs to control individual steps of authentication which 
can be called again to restart authentication as and 
when required. These APIs are consistent across 
different versions.

Informative messages

- Informative messages during authentication process 
describe the current stage of the authentication and 
related information

- Status variables show the cipher values at every cycle.
 
Sample of debug messages provided is shown below in 
Figure 4.

Ease of debugging

- Checks for all kinds of protocol violations along  
with a detailed description of fired messages.

- When there is illegal activity on a bus or an HDCP 
specification violation, the corresponding error  
message is fired.

 
For example, if KSV of HDCP receiver does not contain  
20 0’s and 20 1’s then the following error is shown in  
Figure 5.

Scoreboarding

- Frame transmitted before encryption and received after 
decryption is compared to validate the synchronized 
encryption/decryption cipher values at source and sink.

 
Coverage

- Covers all the HDCP scenarios for getting  
verification closure. 
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Snapshot of some coverage points are shown  
in Figure 6 below.

CONCLUSION 
Content protection is required to keep the intellectual rights 
of audio-visual data safe. Although it is not a mandatory 
requirement, when data is critical, it becomes imperative to 
keep it protected from third parties. Verification of HDCP 
assures its accurate functionality, which guarantees the 
safety of data.

Display QVIPs provide a solution which solves the 
verification challenge when dealing with HDCP for HDMI 
and DisplayPort. It provides a consistent HDCP solution 
across all the versions/interfaces with APIs that are easy 
to use, along with fully informative debug messages, thus 
making the HDCP verification process fast and easy to 
debug. It also provides assertions to check the protocol 
violations, coverage and scoreboarding for full-fledged 
verification.

It reduces the time and effort required by providing an 
easier way to generate the stimuli and thus simplifying 
the complexity associated with the verification of HDCP 
protocols so that engineers can concentrate on higher  
value design aspects.

To learn more about QVIPs, you can visit several 
whitepapers on mentor.com, including: 

Verifying Display Standards – A comprehensive  
UVM based Verification IP Solution

Verification IP Stimulus APIs –  
Are They Really Easy to Use? 

Figure 6: HDCP Coverage
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SystemVerilog is a powerful language which can be used 
to build models of RTL in order to facilitate early testbench 
testing. The early RTL model uses higher level abstractions 
like SystemVerilog threads, queues, dynamic arrays and 
associative arrays. Using high level abstractions allows a 
functional model to be created with little effort. A simple 
fabric model is created implementing AXI-like READY/
VALID channels.

INTRODUCTION 
Building a UVM [1] testbench is a hard job, made 
harder when operational RTL is not yet available to test. 
SystemVerilog [2] is a powerful modeling language that 
can be used to build a high level model of hardware before 
RTL is available. This model is fast to write, and can be as 
functionally complete as needed. This article will describe 
the creation and use of a fabric model to build and bring up 
a testbench. When the RTL is available it can be  plugged 
into the testbench model with little change required.

The main contributions of this article are: showing a fully 
functional model of a medium complexity communication 
fabric; writing the model using SystemVerilog; and building a 
reusable testbench that can support block testing as well as 
support system level tests. The testbench implementation 
is not discussed in this article. Contact the author for more 
information.

The Fabric 
The fabric is a simple two port switch with buffering. Each 
communication pathway contains 5 channels. Each channel 
is a Ready/Valid channel with similarities to an AMBA® 
AXI™ [3] channel. The fabric supports multiple outstanding 
transactions, pipelining and large burst data transfers. It 
also supports traffic priority (quality of service). This is the 
model. It is written using SystemVerilog. Associative arrays 
are used to manage out-of-order  transactions. Queues and 
dynamic arrays are used for managing lists. Classes are 
used to hold the transferred information - a class each for 
RA (Read Address), WA (Write Address), RD (Read Data), 
WD (Write Data) and B (Write Response), respectively. 
Packed structs are used for managing the tag bit fields.

The Testbench 
The testbench is built to test the features supported by 
the fabric. It is a basic block testbench, testing transfer, 

buffering limits and other edge conditions in the RTL.  
This testbench will also be reusable to the system tests. 
The testbench is a basic UVM testbench with transfer 
sequences and background traffic sequences available.

The DUT 
The actual device under test will be two fabrics connected 
together, as in Figure 2 on the next page.

BACKGROUND 
The RTL implements an AXI-like fabric. It is a simple  
fabric (simpler than AMBA® AXITM), but has support for 
quality of service, out-of-order completion, and other high 
end features. The verification team wishes to get an early 
start on verification of this fabric. But early, functional RTL  
is not available.

In order for the verification team to get an early start on the 
verification environment, having an early model of the DUT 
is desirable.

In this article, a theoretical verification team has built a UVM 
testbench, and needs to make sure that the testbench can 
check and verify the hardware. The tests are quite simple – 
generating streams of READs and WRITEs. This theoretical 
verification team is testing a simple AXI-like fabric (it is not 
an AXI system). The fabric is a simple two port switch as 
seen in Figure 1. The system under test connects two of 
these fabrics.

Figure 1 - Simple two port switch

No RTL Yet? No Problem. UVM Testing a SystemVerilog Fabric Model
by Rich Edelman, Mentor Graphics
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The DUT and fabric models will be used instead of the real 
RTL and have enough functionality to provide a useful test 
environment for early testbench bring up. The model is not 
a completely functioning version of the RTL. Modeling the 
complete functionality for the RTL would be too large a 
task for early verification, and offer limited extra verification 
points.

The fabric has two ports on top and two ports on the 
bottom. The top ports can be routed to either bottom port. 
The DUT is a combination of two of these fabrics, as in 
Figure 2. A request is issued at either Master 1 (M1) or 
Master 2 (M2). It flows out to either Slave 1 (S1) or Slave 
2 (S2) depending on many factors including QOS and 
Address Maps ranges defined.

Figure 2 - DUT, Slave Memory and Testbench

 
A connection is virtual – the data transfer occurs in  
hops from master to slave. Additionally, the connections 
are managed as independent channels. The channels  
are WRITE ADDRESS (WA), WRITE DATA (WD),  
WRITE RESPONSE (B), READ ADDRESS (RA) and 
READ DATA (RD). Each channel operates independently,  

with a few basic rules. For example, WRITE DATA 
must start after the corresponding WRITE ADDRESS. 
READ DATA must start after the corresponding READ 
ADDRESS. Data transfers from different transactions can 
be interleaved. A QUALITY OF SERVICE (qos) property 
exists for each transfer that can be used to prioritize traffic. 
There are many other features of the fabric, but these 
basic features are sufficient for the testbench to be built 
and rudimentary testing to begin.

THE CHANNEL 
The channel is the most basic bus. It is a collection of 
signals, organized as the RA, RD, WA, WD and B sub- 
channels. It is implemented as a SystemVerilog interface.

The Bus Pins

No RTL Yet? No Problem. UVM Testing a SystemVerilog Fabric Model
by Rich Edelman, Mentor Graphics

interface channel(input wire clk);
// Read Address  
logic RA_ready;  
logic RA_valid;  
tag_t RA_tag;  
addr_t RA_addr;
int RA_beat_count;
int RA_qos;

// Read Data  
logic RD_ready;  
logic RD_valid;  
tag_t RD_tag;
int RD_beat_count;  
data_t RD_data;
int RD_qos;

// Write Address  
logic WA_ready;  
logic WA_valid;  
tag_t WA_tag;  
addr_t WA_addr;  
int WA_qos;

// Write Data  
logic WD_ready;  
logic WD_valid;  
tag_t WD_tag;
int WD_beat_count;  
data_t WD_data;
int WD_qos;
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Figure 3 - The Channel (The Bus)

 
The channel represents the pins of the bus.

The Fabric “Payload” 
In addition to the pins, each transfer in the fabric is 
represented by a simple class, each containing the same 
transfer information as might appear on the bus. Using 
these classes to represent the transfers on the fabric makes 
the fabric quite simple, and powerful (see Appendix XVI for 
the definition of the types).

THE TESTBENCH 
The testbench is a “regular” UVM testbench, with an 
environment, test, agent, driver, sequencers, sequences 
and transactions (sequence items). The basic sequence 
issues a write of semi-random data to an address, then 
issues a read of the same address, and compares the data 
read with the data written. In this way, it is self-checking. 
Other sequences, corresponding to traffic types (such as 
video streaming, audio streaming or push notifications) are 
beyond the scope of this article, but quite easy to create 
as a collection of memory accesses with the characteristic 
bandwidth, latency and length.

The Sequence 
The sequences issue reads and writes. The built-in 
sequence issues a write then a read from the same 
address. It then compares the read and written data. Each 
sequence is assigned a memory range in which it reads and 
writes.

The Transaction 
The transaction is either a READ or a WRITE. It has an 
address and a data payload. Additionally, there is a Quality 
of Service request field (qos). The tag field is not used 
by the testbench, but is set by the synthetic fabric we are 
building.

Figure 5 - transaction.svh

 
The Test 
The test is a simple test, but is flexible to provide many 
parallel threads. It uses two arrays to hold the interesting 
interfaces – the master (initiators) and the monitor interface. 
These are set from above using the uvm_config_db 
mechanism.

// Write Response  
logic B_ready;  
logic B_valid;  
tag_t B_tag;
int B_qos;
...
endinterface

class read_address_c; 
tag_t     RA_tag;  
addr_t   RA_addr;
int        RA_beat_count;
int        RA_qos; 

endclass

class read_data_c; 
tag_t     RD_tag;
int         RD_beat_count; 
data_t   RD_data;
int         RD_qos; 

endclass

class write_address_c; 
tag_t     WA_tag;  
addr_t   WA_addr;
int          WA_qos; 

endclass

class write_data_c; 
tag_t     WD_tag;
int          WD_beat_count;  
data_t   WD_data;
int          WD_qos; 

endclass

class write_response_c; 
tag_t      B_tag;
int          B_qos; 

endclass

class transaction extends uvm_sequence_item;
...
tag_t  tag; // Set in the initiator (master_if.sv)

rw_t      rw;
bit [31:0]     addr;
array_of_bytes_     t data;
rand int     qos;
...
endclass
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The test has two associative arrays that hold the agent 
and sequence handles. The number of these created is 
controlled by the command line option +threads=N. The 
number of agents is the number of threads. The number of 
sequences is four times the number of agents. During the 
run_phase, the number of transactions that each sequence 
should create is set from the command line using the 
+transactions=M option. Each of the created sequences 
is started, and simulation ends when each sequence has 
completed.

Figure 6 - test.svh

 
THE FABRIC BASICS

The fabric connects to the pins of the AXI-like interfaces, 
but instead of pins, the DUT will use SystemVerilog 
interfaces. Those interfaces were defined above as 
‘interface channel’ buses.

There are two input channels, i0 and i1, and two output 
channels, o0 and o1. There are 4 instances to manage the 
interfaces and queues, two each of slaves and masters 
(fabric_slave1, fabric_slave2, fabric_master1 and fabric_
master2).

Figure 7 - fabric.sv

class test1 extends uvm_test;
`uvm_component_utils(test1)
virtual master_interface  vif [1:2];
virtual monitor_interface monitor_vif [1:2];
 
agent agent_h [int];
sequenceA    seq_h [int];

// The controls.
int parallel_threads = 16;
int number_of_transactions = 100;

...
master_count = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < parallel_threads; i++) begin

for (int  j = 1; j <= 2; j++) begin
agent_h[master_count] = agent:: 
              type_id::create(

$sformatf(“agent-%0d-%0d”, j,  
                 master_count), this);

agent_h[master_count].vif = vif[j];
master_count++;

end
end

endfunction

`define N 4

task run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
int sequence_count;
phase.raise_objection(this);

sequence_count = 0;
foreach (agent_h[i]) begin

for (int  j = 0; j < `N; j++) begin
// N sequences on each sequencer
seq_h[sequence_count] = sequenceA::type_id:: 
             create($sformatf 
             (“seq%0d”,
sequence_count));
seq_h[sequence_count].sequence_id =  
          sequence_count; 

seq_h[sequence_count].base_address = 
          (sequence_count+1)  
          * 2048;
seq_h[sequence_count].number_of_transactions  
       = number_of_transactions;
sequence_count++; 
end

end

foreach (seq_h[i])
fork

automatic int j = i;
#(j*1000) seq_h[j].start(agent_h[j/`N].sqr);

join_none
wait fork;

phase.drop_objection(this);
endtask

...
endclass

import uvm_pkg::*;
import types_pkg::*;

module fabric #(parameter type FABRIC_TAG_T)  
                (input wire clk,

channel i0, channel i1,
channel o0, channel o1);

fabric_slave_interface     fabric_slave1(i0);
fabric_slave_interface     fabric_slave2(i1);

fabric_master_interface     fabric_master1(o0);
fabric_master_interface     fabric_master2(o1);
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When the fabric is instantiated, it is parameterized with 
a type (FABRIC_TAG_T); the type of the tag which is 
appropriate for this instance. For example, in the DUT there 
are two fabrics instantiated, one with ‘fabric_tag_t’ and one 
with ‘fabric2_tag_t’ as in Figure 8

Figure 8 - Using FABRIC_TAG_T  

to parameterize the fabric

 
The fabric contains queues and arrays to manage the 
transfers. It also has one big job, deciding which transfer 
goes out which output port (the big blue oval below).  
The various algorithms for quality of service and priority  
are beyond the scope of this article, but would be quite  
easy to explore using this framework.

Figure 9 – Request flow: queue to bus to queue  

to queue to bus to queue

 
Figure 9 is a block diagram of the major structures  
in the fabric. The left-side connections are i0 and i1.  
The right-side connections are o0 and o1. Inside each 
fabric, at the inputs and outputs are two slaves and two 
masters respectively. For example the fabric i0 port is 
connected outside to a master interface. On the inside, 
fabric i0 port is connected to a fabric slave.

Tracing the Read Address (RA) and Read Data (RD) 
channels can help explain the connectivity (see Figure 1 
and Figure 9). The master issues a Read Address (RA). 
That RA is sent across the i0 channel by wiggling the 

Figure 10 - Master and Slave

 
pins on the i0 channel. The fabric slave connected to i0 
recognizes the RA and creates a read_address_c packet. 

That read_address_c packet contains all the information 
from the RA transfer. It is placed into a “work queue” for one 
of the fabric masters. A thread in the fabric master detects 
that something has arrived in its work queue, and processes 
it. The read_address_c packet from the work queue is 
turned into pin wiggles and sent out the connected interface 
(either o0 or o1). Outside of the fabric another slave will 
receive this transfer.

In Figure 11, a Read Address (RA) request on the top 
of the diagram (light blue arrows) traverses across the 
structures of the fabric, resulting in a Read Address (RA) 
request executing on the slave memory. The Read Data 
(RD) response (deep green arrows) traverses the reverse 
path from the slave memory back to the originating master 
requester.

FABRIC SLAVE 
The fabric slave implementation is quite simple. The slave 
waits for VALID and READY to both be high on a positive 
clock edge. When this happens, a transfer occurs. The 
transfer in this case copies the bus values into a class 
container that represents the transfer (i.e. read_address_c). 
The read_address_c packet is pushed into the ra_q that is 
managed in the slave. Some other thread will decide what to 
do with the new member of the queue.

fabric #(fabric_tag_t)  fA(clk, i0, i1, m0, m1);
fabric #(fabric2_tag_t)  fB(clk, m0, m1, o0, o1);
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Figure 11 - Tracing RA request and RD response

Figure 12 - Fabric Slave Interface

FABRIC RA SLAVE SERVICE 
In the fabric, a thread (the RA_Channel1 thread)  
is waiting for something in the ra_q from the fabric_slave1. 
When something arrives, it is removed from the queue and 
a new tag is created. This new tag is the key to tracing the 
return values.

Figure 13 - Fabric Slave - RA Channel

 
setup_fabric_tag_R – The new tag. 
 
The original transfer contained a ‘tag’ or ‘id’. That tag was 
created by the master interface, and is a simple counter  
to be able to match up and organize parallel transfers. 
Without the tag, the master would not know  which 
outstanding READ address went with which READ data. 
This function will determine which output slave port the  
RA request goes to.

The tag_matcher_R associative array is used to keep  
track of in-flight transfers and to do error checking.

cont.

import types_pkg::*;
import delay_pkg::*;

interface fabric_slave_interface(channel bus);

read_address_c       ra_q[$];
read_data_c        rd_q[$];

write_address_c wa_q[$];
write_data_c       wd_q[$];
write_response_c b_q[$];

always @(posedge bus.clk) begin: RA_Channel
if ((bus.RA_ready == 1) &&  
     (bus.RA_valid == 1)) begin

read_address_c ra;
ra = new();
ra.RA_tag = bus.RA_tag;
ra.RA_qos = bus.RA_qos;
ra.RA_addr = bus.RA_addr;;
ra.RA_beat_count = bus.RA_beat_count;
ra_q.push_front(ra);

@(negedge bus.clk);
bus.RA_ready = 0;

end
end

always begin: RA_Channel1
wait (fabric_slave1.ra_q.size() != 0);
...
while (fabric_slave1.ra_q.size() > 0) begin

read_address_c ra;
ra = fabric_slave1.ra_q.pop_back();
setup_fabric_tag_R(0, ra, ra.RA_tag, fabric_tag);
if ( fabric_tag.slave_o_port == 0 )

fabric_master1.ra_q.push_front(ra);
else

fabric_master2.ra_q.push_front(ra);
end

end

function automatic void setup_fabric_tag_R 
           (input master_port,

read_address_c ra,
ref tag_t tag,
ref FABRIC_TAG_T fabric_tag);

fabric_tag.tag = tag;
fabric_tag.master_i_port = master_port;
fabric_tag.slave_o_port = fabric_tag.tag & 1’b1;
tag = fabric_tag;

if (tag_matcher_R.exists(tag)) begin
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Figure 14 - Managing fabric tags

 
FABRIC TAGS 
Tags are used within this AXI-like system to connect parallel 
requests to each other. Tags serve as ids for transactions. 
As a transaction crosses this fabric, it chooses a path to 
take. We must ensure that the response ends up back in 
the right place, so the tag is used to keep track of where the 
transaction has been, and where it is going.

In the fabric, the master could either be 0 or 1, and the slave 
can be 0 or 1. Two bits each are reserved in the fabric tag.

The fabric tag consists of the original tag along with the 
slave and master information. As the transaction traverses 
the second fabric (this is a two fabric DUT), the tag is 
extended again, this time the tag is 16 bits – the previous 
“extended tag” simply looks like a “regular tag” to the 
second fabric.

Figure 15 - Fabric Tag Definition

 
In the first level fabric, the slave and master occupy two bits. 
The tag is 12 bits long, for a total fabric tag length of 16 bits. 
In the second level fabric, the slave and master occupy two 

bits, but this time the tag is 16 bits. The tag in the second 
level fabric is the first level fabric tag (all 16 bits).

Figure 16 - Fabric Tag Bit Vector

For example, when a tag is traversing from the first  
level fabric to the second level, the fabric level 2 tag  
is assigned as:

FABRIC MASTER INTERFACE 
The fabric master RA_Channel thread wakes up when 
it finds something in the ra_q queue. That new arrival is 
popped off the queue, and turned into a pin wiggle.

$display(“tag_matcher_R  
           already has tag=%p”, tag);
$finish(2);

end
tag_matcher_R[tag] = ra;
if (verbose_fabric)

$display(“FABRIC %t POP/PUSH %m RA  
           tag=%0d %p”, $time, tag, ra);

endfunction

fabric2_tag_t fabric2_tag;
fabric_tag_t     fabric_tag;

fabric2_tag.tag = fabric_tag;

typedef struct packed {
bit [ 1:0] slave_o_port;
bit [ 1:0] master_i_port;
bit [11:0] tag;

} fabric_tag_t;

typedef struct packed {
bit [ 1:0] slave_o_port;
bit [ 1:0] master_i_port;
bit [15:0] tag;

} fabric2_tag_t;

import types_pkg::*;
import delay_pkg::*;
import tb_pkg::*;
import util_pkg::*;

interface fabric_master_interface(channel bus);

read_address_c ra_q[$];
read_data_c rd_q[$];

write_address_c wa_q[$];
write_data_c wd_q[$];
write_response_c b_q[$];

…

always begin: RA_Channel
wait (ra_q.size() != 0);
while (ra_q.size() > 0) begin

read_address_c ra;

ra = ra_q.pop_back();
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Figure 17 - Fabric Master - RA Channel Thread

 
THE SLAVE 
The slave is quite simple, sharing a memory handle 
with the other slave. There is one physical memory 
(mem_interface), but two slave interfaces using it. The RA 
Channel recognizes a read request and pushes the tag 
onto the rd_work queue. The rd_work_queue is serviced 
by the RD_Channel thread. The RD_Channel thread 
wakes up and performs the requested number of reads, 
creating a RD response for each one.

Figure 18 - Slave Interface -  

RA Channel and RD Channel

 
THE TEST TOP 
The test top instantiates 6 channels. Two channels for the 
input and two channels for the output and two channels 
for the intermediate connections between the fabrics 
(see Figure 2). It instantiates two master interfaces, each 
connected to the input channels. It instantiates the two 
fabrics, each connected to the proper channels. Finally, it 
instantiates the two slaves and the two monitors and the 
actual memory.

bus.RA_tag = ra.RA_tag;
bus.RA_qos = ra.RA_qos;
bus.RA_addr = ra.RA_addr;
bus.RA_beat_count = ra.RA_beat_count;

bus.RA_valid = 1;
while(1) begin

@(posedge bus.clk);
if ((bus.RA_ready == 1) &&  
    (bus.RA_valid == 1))

break;
end
@(negedge bus.clk);
bus.RA_valid = 0;

end
end

import types_pkg::*;
import delay_pkg::*;

interface slave_interface(channel bus);

virtual mem_interface mem;

addr_t    ra[tag_t];
int          ra_beat_count[tag_t];

beats_t   rd[tag_t];
addr_t     wa[tag_t];
beats_t   wd[tag_t];
bit           wd_complete[tag_t];
tag_t       b[tag_t];

tag_       t rd_work_queue[$];

always @(posedge bus.clk) begin: RA_Channel
if ((bus.RA_ready == 1) &&  

     (bus.RA_valid == 1)) begin
ra[bus.RA_tag] = bus.RA_addr; 
ra_beat_count[bus.RA_tag] = bus.RA_beat_
count;
rd_work_queue.push_front(bus.RA_tag);

@(negedge bus.clk);
bus.RA_ready = 0;

end
end

always begin: RD_Channel
int unsigned addr;
beats_t beats;
tag_t tag;

wait (rd_work_queue.size() != 0);
while (rd_work_queue.size() > 0) begin

tag = rd_work_queue.pop_back();
for (int i = 0; i < ra_beat_count[tag]; i++)  
       begin

addr = (i + ra[tag]) & 24’hffffff;
beats[i] = mem.read(addr);

end
rd[tag] = beats;
beats.delete();
RD_internal(tag);

end
end

module top;
channel i0(clk);
channel i1(clk);
channel m0(clk);
channel m1(clk);
channel o0(clk);
channel o1(clk);
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Figure 19 - t.sv - The Top

 
THE SIMPLE MEMORY 
The simple memory (mem_interface) has two functions: 
read and write. They provide an easy way to encapsulate 
the memory access. Each read and write is echoed to 
standard out, and if a location is read which has never 
been written, an error is generated and simulation stops 
immediately. The memory uses an associative array— 
it is a  sparse array implementation.

Figure 20 - mem_if.sv

 
CONCLUSION 
This article has described the implementation of a simple 
AXI-like skeleton fabric that was used to test the early 
development of a UVM testbench. It used high level 
SystemVerilog features such as threads, dynamic arrays, 
associative arrays, queues and simple classes to manage 
the complexity of implementing a real fabric.

The current system is flexible and could be used as a 
test vehicle for new quality of service algorithms, or other 
address map schemes to control transfer flow. The code 
implementing the fabric is less than 1000 lines of code, and 
was written during a 5 day period, with another 5 days to 
debug by one person, as a part-time exercise. The model 
is easy to read and easy to extend with new functionality 
or capabilities. It is not a model that is suited for current 
synthesis tools, but rather is a model used to get complex 
functionality implemented early in the design phase; 
enabling early testing and verification.

In this example, the DUT modeled was a fabric, but the 
power of SystemVerilog would allow any model to be 
written. SystemVerilog is a powerful, general purpose 
programming language.

master_interface initiator0(i0);
master_interface initiator1(i1);

fabric #(fabric_tag_t)    fA(clk, i0, i1, m0, m1);
fabric #(fabric2_tag_t)  fB(clk, m0, m1, o0, o1);

slave_interface    target0(o0);
slave_interface    target1(o1);

monitor_interface moni0(i0);
monitor_interface moni1(i1);

mem_interface mem();

initial begin
uvm_config_db#(virtual master_interface )::set 
            ( null, “”, “m0”,         initiator0);
uvm_config_db#(virtual master_interface )::set 
            ( null, “”, “m1”,           initiator1);
uvm_config_db#(virtual monitor_interface)::set 
            ( null, “”, “monitor0”, moni0   );
uvm_config_db#(virtual monitor_interface)::set 
            ( null, “”, “monitor1”, moni1   ); 
target0.mem = mem; // Each target gets a  
     handle to the memory
target1.mem = mem; 

run_test (“test1”);
end

endmodule

import types_pkg::*;

interface mem_interface();
data_t mem[bit[31:0]]; // Associative Array

function data_t read(int unsigned addr);
data_t beat;
if (!mem.exists(addr)) begin

$display(“@%t: %m READ  
              mem[%d] NON-EXISTENT  
             Address”, $time, addr);
$finish(2);

end
beat = mem[addr];
$display(“@%t: %m READ  
              mem[%d] => %x”,  
              $time, addr, beat);
return beat;

endfunction

function void write(int unsigned  
                                addr, data_t beat);
$display(“@%t: %m WRITE mem[%d]  
              <= %x”, $time, addr, beat);
mem[addr] = beat;
endfunction

endinterface
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APPENDIX: TRANSFERS ON THE TWO INITIATORS 
This screenshot is of the two masters (initiators). There 
are four streams shown. Each stream represents an 
independent communication channel. For example the first 
stream is the initiator 1 write channel. Then the initiator 
1 read channel, initiator 2 write channel and initiator 2 
read channel. Even with this limited set of channels and a 
limited simulation run time, it is easy to see that there are 
large quantities of data to check and analyze, even for this 
simple circuit

Figure 21 - Initiator 1 and 2 Write and Read Channels

typedef bit [ 31:0]  tag_t;  // Maximum size
typedef bit [ 31:0]  addr_t;
typedef bit [127:0]  data_t;
typedef bit   [ 7:0]  byte_t;
typedef int  delay_t;

typedef enum bit  [ 1:0] {WRITE, READ, NOTUSED} rw_t;

typedef  byte_t array_of_bytes_t[  ]; // Dynamic Array
typedef  data_t                   beats_t[int]; // Associative Array
typedef  delay_t       beats_delay_t[int]; // Associative Array
typedef  delay_t   rbeats_delay_t[  ]; // Dynamic Array

APPENDIX: TYPES.SVH 
Miscellaneous types used throughout  
the testbench and DUT.



Take a step down the stack beyond optical networks, 
switches, routers and software-defined networking to 
consider the networking system on chip (SoC), the brains  
of the network infrastructure.

Networking SoCs, integrated circuits (ICs) that combine all 
components of an electronic system, such as an Ethernet 
switch or router, onto a single chip, are more complex 
these days than any one human could imagine. In fact, they 
have replaced the graphics chips found in mobile phones, 
personal computers, workstations and game consoles as 
the largest and most complex chip designs. Project teams 
report that they consume 500,000 or more application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC)-equivalent gates. 

The reasons for the massive size and extreme complexity 
are the large number of Ethernet ports, soon crossing over 
the 1,000 ceiling; expanded throughput, up to 400Gbps; 
sub-microsecond latency; and improved redundancy and 
resiliency to minimize performance degradation due to 
network congestion, failures and resource exhaustion 
during maximum utilization.

For project teams on a tight budget and even tighter time-
to-market schedule, verifying that the chip will work as 
specified is no small feat. Missing a bug could mean a 
costly silicon respin, something no one wants because the 
risk is too great. And missing the time-to-market window 
may possibly wipe out the entire potential revenue.

To alleviate the risk, project teams are turning to a 30-year 
old hardware design verification tool known as hardware 
emulation that’s been transformed into the foundation of a 
networking chip verification plan. It performs at five to six 
orders of magnitude faster than the traditional hardware 
description language (HDL) simulator, and is undefeated by 
design sizes and complexities. It supports Ethernet traffic in 
and out of the design-under-test (DUT) at a rate of several 
millions of packets per minute per port in a 1k Ethernet 
switch. Contrast this to a simulation bandwidth of 1,000 
packets per day.

But speed and bandwidth, the most important 
characteristics of emulation, are not the only features that 
attract verification engineers. Without powerful debugging 
capabilities, an emulation platform would be like a Ferrari 
without a steering wheel: a fast bullet driving straight into 
a wall. And, it’s not just hardware debugging here. A best-
in-class hardware emulator is the only verification tool 
able to track a bug across the embedded software and 
the underlying hardware, an important consideration when 
embedded software consumes much of the chip’s inner 
workings.

Let’s explore how an Ethernet switch SoC design 
with a 128-port interface and a variable bandwidth of 
1/10/40/100/120Gbps can be debugged using hardware 
emulation. The high-level block diagram in figure 1 on the 
following page depicts a typical Ethernet switch.

 Each input port connects to a functional block called 
“Ingress,” and each output port to a functional block called 
“Egress.” Ingress and Egress are pipelines that include 
most of the media access control (MAC), internet protocol 
(IP) and Transport Table Ternary Content Addressable 
Memories (TCAMs), and other address resolution logic, 
as well as lookup engines for the access control list (ACL). 
Each Ingress can be connected internally to any Egress 
via a switch matrix consisting of a huge memory with logic 
fabric, queueing, direct memory access (DMA), linked list 
control, store and forward and cut-through logic.

The size of this monstrous SoC reaches into the 700-million 
ASIC-equivalent gates. This level of complexity rules out 
the use of an HDL simulator, but it is not an obstacle for a 
modern hardware emulator.

Accelerating Networking Products to Market  
by Lauro Rizzatti, Rizzatti LLC
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Figure 1: This is a high-level block diagram  

of a 128-port Ethernet Switch.

 
Traditionally, an emulator would be deployed in in-circuit-
emulation (ICE) mode that possesses the unique capability 
to test the DUT via real-world traffic, or Ethernet traffic in 
this instance. Since the real world Ethernet traffic flows 
at gigahertz speed, and an emulation platform reaches 
at most few single digit megahertz, a direct connection 
between the two is not sustainable. Instead, a speed-
rate adapter –– conceptually a FIFO –– must be inserted 
between them to accommodate the tester’s fast speed to 
the relatively low speed of the emulator.

This adds complication to the setup. In fact, the testing 
setup to verify a 128-port Ethernet switch in ICE mode 
would be a headache to support. Just consider that the 
user would need to connect one Ethernet tester to one 
Ethernet speed-rate adapter, and the adapter to one of 
the 128 ports. In total, he or she would need 128 Ethernet 
testers and 128 speed adapters, making the testing 
environment massive, messy, complex, unreliable and 
costly. 

If that wouldn’t be enough, only one user in the proximity 
of the emulator would be able to access it. Remote access 
from the four corners of the world, 24/7, would be painful 
since it would require manned supervision to swap out  

 
the Ethernet tester setup and swap in whatever ICE setup 
the next user would need. This “out/in swapping” would 
continue 24/7 all the time. See figure 2 below.

In the past decade, a new deployment mode that removes 
most of the drawbacks of ICE has been devised and 
broadly adopted by the emulation user community. Called 
transaction-based emulation –– different vendors use 
proprietary names, such as Mentor Graphics’ Transaction-
Based-Acceleration or TBX–– it replaces the physical test 
environment with a functionally equivalent software-based  
 

 
Figure 2: A setup to verify a 128-port, 1/10/40/100/120-

Gb/s Ethernet switch using ICE would look like this. 

Accelerating Networking Products to Market  
by Lauro Rizzatti, Rizzatti LLC
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model written at a high-level of abstraction, via C/C++/
SystemC or SystemVerilog language, and running on the 
host computer. This virtual testbench communicates with 
the DUT via a transaction-based interface that is protocol 
dependent. See figure 3 below.

For all the good that TBX or TBA has to offer, it still  
requires the creation of a testbench, a time-consuming 
and error prone-task. The semiconductor industry is not 
sitting idle, however. Enter VirtuaLAB, a new concept of a 
virtual environment that encompasses a testbench targeting 
specific applications, such as USB, PCIe and Ethernet. 
For example, an Ethernet VirtuaLAB provides a software-
controlled environment for generating, transmitting and 
analyzing Ethernet packets to test Ethernet SoC designs 
mapped inside an emulation system. See figure 4 below.

Finally, the last roadblock on the migration path from ICE 
to Virtual has been eliminated. In an Ethernet VirtuaLAB, 
Ethernet testers are modeled in software running under 

Linux on a workstation connected to the emulator. The 
model is an accurate representation of the actual physical 
tester, based on proven implementation intellectual property 
(IP).

This virtual tester 
includes an Ethernet 
Packet Generator  
and Monitor (EPGM) 
that generates, 
transmits and monitors 
Ethernet packets  
with the DUT. It has 
the ability to configure 
GMII, XGMII, XLGMII, 
CGMII, CXGMII, CCMII 
and CDMII interfaces 
for 1G, 10G, 25G,  
40G, 50G, 100G, 

120G, 200G and 400G respectively.

Figure 5 shows the mapping of the EPGM against the  
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model.  
The EPGM implements the first four layers from the  
bottom-up and helps vendors of Ethernet interfaces  
to verify compliance within these layers.

The interface between the VirtuaLAB and the DUT includes 
one instance of VirtuaLAB-DPI communicating to a Virtual 
Ethernet xRTL (extended register transfer level) transactor 
hooked up to a Null-PHY, connected to the DUT. One xRTL 
transactor is required for each port of any xMII-supported 
type. See figure 6 on the following page.
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The VirtuaLAB software also performs off-line analysis of 
the traffic, provides statistics, and supports several other 
functions and supports up to 64 ports per workstation. 
Multiple VirtuaLAB applications can be assembled 
together across multiple workstations to verify large port 
count configurations. This tightly integrated transport 
mechanism is under the hood, tuned for maximum wall 
clock performance, and is transparent to the testbench. 
Data-plane emulation throughput scales linearly with the 
port count because of this parallel runtime and debug 
architecture. 

Apart from enabling high data-plane transport, several 
other benefits can be derived when using this approach. 
First, reconfiguring the virtual tester to perform various 
functions is fast via remote access. Second, the 
workstation is a stable and reliable piece of equipment 

acquired at a fraction of the cost of a complex Ethernet 
tester of equivalent functionality.

Even more important is its ability to support multi-
concurrent users, essential in backing up a large software-
development team. Last, but not least, a VirtuaLAB 
setup is an ideal solution for establishing an emulation 
datacenter as an enterprise-wide emulation resource.

Project teams designing complex Ethernet switches and 
routers have adopted hardware emulation as the central 
tool for their verification strategy to thoroughly test their 
designs. They are finding a practical solution that serves 
the entire enterprise and meets a stringent time-to-market 
schedule.

 Figure 5: Each layer of the OSI model formats the data it receives to suit the functions to be performed on  
that layer. In general, the package of data that moves through the layers is called a Protocol Data Unit (PDU).
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“RTCA DO254 - Guidance document for the development 
of hardware components for airborne equipment – requires 
the functional behavior of FPGAs to be silicon proven on the 
final application hardware:

§6.3.1: “When it is not feasible to verify specific
requirements by exercising the hardware item in its intended
operational environment, other verification means should be
provided and justified.”

Furthermore the guidance requests  
evidence of the FPGA functional 
requirements coverage – as explicitly 
mentioned in FAA Order 208110.105 §6.2d:

“We support RTCA/DO-254 when we 
require applicants to measure and record 
the verification coverage of the requirements 
achieved by test on the component itself in  
its operational environment.”

So the verification of an FPGA in a DO254 
context must:

- Be performed on the device itself
on its final application board

- Be quantified in terms of functional
requirement coverage

This article shows how the Barco Silex AVP254 uses 
Mentor Graphics to solve this challenge, giving credibility 
toward certification authorities and much more.”

AVP254 PRINCIPLE 
DO254 requires FPGA specification to be described by 
means of hardware requirements, so that the verification 
needs to be conducted by the coverage of those 
requirements. 

The FPGA verification process begins with the definition 
and the realization of the testbench for both simulation 
and physical tests. Once it is available and qualified, the 
hardware test procedures covering FPGA requirements in 
line with the characteristics of the verification environment 
can be described.

With the test procedures available and reviewed testing can 
begin. The testbench applies stimuli on the device under 
test and records its response. The results are analyzed 
and reported in the hardware test results document by the 
verification engineer.

Barco Silex AVP254 provides a complete and qualified 
testbench solution able to run both simulation and physical 
tests.

 Fig 1: AVP254 in a DO254 flow

AVP254 HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO FACILITATE  
THE DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROCEDURES 
As each FPGA design has its own specificities, AVP254 
is built on a common base that can be customized 
according to the project needs.

For this reason the solution proposes two different sets of 
instructions made in an easily understandable format for 
describing the test procedures.

The first set of instructions contains the most common 
test functions that are typically used in FPGA verification 
projects. This is the AVP254 “Basic set”:

The Advantage of Using Mentor Graphics for the Physical Verification 
of FPGAs in Accordance with an Aerospace DO254 Methodology Flow 
by Francis Raguin, Barco N.V.
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The second set of instructions contains test functions that 
need to be customized according to the characteristics of 
the FPGA being tested. This is the AVP254 “Custom set”:

For communication interface, two instructions SET_COM 
and GET_COM ensure the management of communication 
links according to the specific protocol to be used.

In the same way, the CALCULATE function can be used 
to call up algorithm models (from any other modelling 

language) and to compare the FPGA under test response 
with these models.

On customer request Barco Silex can also provide specific 
instructions set. In any case they will be provided with their 
associated qualification file.

It is very useful to use this approach when switching 
from one project to another as the verification team 
always works with the same environment and the same 
instructions.

AUTOMATIC STIMULI GENERATION 
The stimuli format is explicit enough to be used in the 
hardware test procedures document. Once the document 
has been written, it can be automatically converted into 
AVP254 stimuli format. Then there is no risk of deviation 
between the test procedures document and the actual 
stimuli applied on the testbench.

  

Fig 2: From FPGA specification to AVP254 Stimuli

The Advantage of Using Mentor Graphics for the Physical Verification  
of FPGAs in Accordance with an Aerospace DO254 Methodology Flow.  
by Francis Raguin, Barco N.V.

Instruction Description
ASSIGN Assign a value to a single signal or to a bus
SET_IO_DIR Define the direction of the IO lines – input or output
CHECKOUT Acquire a signal and compare its value to the expected value
CHECKSIG Measure the signal period and duty cycle and compare them to the expected values
CHECKTIME Measure the time between two events and compare it to the expected value
WAIT_EVENT Wait for an event on a signal
WAIT_TIME Wait for a defined time
LOOP / LOOPx Repeat a sequence of instructions
DISPLAY Display a message in the log file 

Table 1: AVP254 basic set of instructions

Instruction Description
SET_COM Give the configuration and  

the data to be sent using user 
defined interfaces

GET_COM Check configuration and  
data received using user  
defined interfaces

CALCULATE Call the user defined  
algorithm models 

Table 2 : AVP254 custom set of instructions
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A UNIQUE SET OF TEST PROCEDURES:  
PAINLESS PHYSICAL VERIFICATION 
In traditional DO254 verification flows the FPGA verification 
is initially carried out by means of simulation, and then 
on the hardware. So all activities – from the testbench 
specification to the elaboration of test procedures and 
review of all procedures must be performed twice.

One of the main advantages of AVP254 is to use the same 
stimuli for both simulation and physical verification. Once 
the test procedures have been written and reviewed for the 
simulation environment they can be used as they are on the 
physical verification environment.

This is possible because each part of the physical testbench 
is modelled in an HDL language so that it can be run using 
Mentor Graphics ModelSim® or Questa® simulators.

Fig 3: Strict equivalence between physical test  

and simulation

This architecture ensures a strict equivalence between the 
physical test and the simulation environment. The hardware 
test procedures can be played either on the physical test 
environment or on the simulation environment; user’s 
choice. 

GET THE RESULTS 
Whatever the environment chosen in order to execute 
test procedures, AVP254 will automatically generate the 
corresponding test log files including a global status OK or 
KO for the considered test as well as a detailed report with 
all the verifications carried out.

For each check this detailed report indicates the expected 
value – including the associated margin – as well as the 
actual measurement value. Even if the measured value 
matches your pass/fail criteria you may be interested in 
having its exact value.

For example you will be able to see the differences 
dependent on the operating conditions during physical 
testing (temperature variation, voltage variation) or during 
gate level simulation (temperature, voltage and process 
variations).

As the files are in a text format and because they include 
traceability to the FPGA requirements, you can use them 
in order to automatically generate the hardware test results 
document. 

In case of non-regression testing, it is easy to make  
a comparison with previous versions  
of your log files.

 
TAKE ADVANTAGE  
OF THE SIMULATION

As the FPGA is tested in its intended 
environment (i.e., on the application  
board) the AVP254 allows performing 
FPGA verification in accordance  
with RTCA DO254 guidance.

Using AVP254 in simulation mode  
with ModelSim or Questa—running the same procedures 
— brings additional benefits to the verification.

Advantage 1: Early Debug 
Generally the test equipment or the final application board 
is not available when an FPGA development project starts. 
Furthermore, even if it is available, the number of hardware 
materials is limited which makes units difficult to share 
between all the engineers.

So it can be useful to have a simulation environment, which 
reflects exactly what the hardware will be. Consequently, 
engineers can start designing and verifying the FPGA by 
simulation before moving painless into the real world. They 
can also tune their test procedures before running them on 
the real hardware.
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Advantage 2: Deep Debug Capabilities 
Physical testing makes it possible to execute tests  
much faster than the simulation environment. It is useful  
for testing events occurring with a period greater than 
a few seconds but the counterpart is that there is less 
visibility for performing the debug. At best only access  
to the FPGA IOs will be available.

For this reason when a bug is found during physical 
verification it can be very difficult and very time consuming 
to identify the root cause of the problem.

Thanks to the duality of AVP254 it is possible to reproduce 
the bug in the simulation environment using either RTL 
or Gate level FPGA model. The verification engineer will 
then have access to all FPGA signals (internal or external). 
Identification of the root cause becomes much easier.

Advantage 3: Code Coverage 
Code coverage report can be generated by AVP254 when  
running the test in the simulation environment with Questa  
or ModelSim. Metrics provided can be used for certification  

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# Date         : 2016/02/26  -  16:11
# USER         : frra
# App. Version : 1.0
# Testbench    : Virtual - RTL
#------------------------------------------------------------#

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# File    : Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_List.txt
# Version : 1-00
#------------------------------------------------------------#

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO : OK
#------------------------------------------------------------#

+> Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_step1 : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-TOP.GPIO-1             : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-HR.GPIO-1              : OK

+> Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_step2 : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-TOP.GPIO-2             : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-HR.GPIO-2              : OK

+> Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_step3 : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-TOP.GPIO-3             : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-HR.GPIO-3              : OK

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# Date         : 2016/03/16  -  18:19
# User         : frra
# App. Version : 1.0
# Testbench    : Virtual - RTL
#------------------------------------------------------------#

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_step2: OK
#------------------------------------------------------------#

+> ASSOCIATED FILES VERSION:

   Sequence file      : 1-00

+> REQUIREMENTS:

COV.AVP254_DEMO-TOP.GPIO-2
COV.AVP254_DEMO-HR.GPIO-2

+> VERIFICATIONS:

0001 : CHECKSIG(SYNC[0], 1 us, 100 ns, 0.5 us,  
                               50 ns, 32 us)
           Period expected value (min / max)                
                                                : 0.9000 us / 1.1000 us
           Period measured value (min / max)                
                                                : 1.0000 us / 1.0000 us
           High level duration expected value (min / max)  
                                                : 0.4500 us / 0.5500 us
           High level duration measured value (min / max)  
                                               : 0.5000 us / 0.5000 us
           Status                : OK

0002 : CHECKSIG(SYNC[0], 2 us, 100 ns, 1 us,  
                               50 ns, 32 us)
           Period expected value (min / max)               
                                               : 1.9000 us / 2.1000 us
           Period measured value (min / max)              
                                               : 2.0000 us / 2.0000 us
           High level duration expected value (min / max)              
                                               : 0.9500 us / 1.0500 us
           High level duration measured value (min / max)                
                                               : 1.0000 us / 1.0000 us
           Status                : OK

0003 : CHECKSIG(SYNC[0], 3 us, 100 ns, 1.5 us,  
                               50 ns, 32 us)
           Period expected value (min / max)                
                                                : 2.9000 us / 3.1000 us
           Period measured value (min / max)                
                                                : 3.0000 us / 3.0000 us
           High level duration expected value (min / max)                  
                                                : 1.4500 us / 1.5500 us
           High level duration measured value (min / max)                 
                                                : 1.5000 us / 1.5000 us
             Status                : OK
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credit as explained in Mentor Graphics White Paper  
“Code Coverage Explained for DO-254 Programs”:

“To meet the needs of the FAA document, it is 
recommended that for level A/B devices, you must at 
the very least run Statement and Branch coverage, 
with a target of 100% (analyse and justify any gaps). 
To meet the EASA certification memo, you will have 
to map the ModelSim/Questa metrics to what is stated 
in the memo. For level A devices, this likely means 
running Statement, Branch, Condition, Expression 
(ideally FEC) and FSM coverage. For level B devices, 
this likely means only Statement and FSM coverage.”

With the AVP254, because the two environments are 
identical, the code coverage score obtained in the virtual 
simulation also reflects the coverage achieved on silicon 
during the physical verification. It is therefore possible to 
provide metrics demonstrating the completeness of the 
verification conducted on board.

Then the verification carried out on the application hardware 
is provided with quantified values in terms of functional 
requirements coverage.

Fig 5: Modelsim code coverage report

CONCLUSION 
AVP254 is a modular test platform which provides FPGA 
testing in accordance with DO254 guidance. It supplies both 
a physical and a simulation environment using an easy to 
understand stimuli format that can be customized.

Thanks to Mentor Graphics, Barco Silex AVP254 solution is 
capable of performing RTL or gate level simulations while 
giving the appropriate code coverage reports for both virtual 
and physical verification.

It fulfills the DO254 expectation by providing a full and 
quantified verification of FPGA devices in their intended 
environment.

The AVP254 solution, powered by Mentor Graphics 
Modelsim, combined with the DO254 expertise of Barco 
Silex, has already been used for the successful certification 
of FPGA projects submitted to FAA or EASA by many 
different customers.

More information about AVP254 Product is on the Barco 
Silex web site: http://www.barco-silex.com/node/285/
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In high-reliability and safety-critical applications, RT  
and gate-level fault-injection simulations are often 
performed in order to ensure a certain level of fault 
detection coverage which is necessary to ensure 
compliance with standards such as ISO 26262. There 
are many techniques available for accelerating the 
simulations including emulation platforms, however, in 
most cases, classifying the failing scenarios remains a 
manual task and is often the limiting factor in the number 
of fault injections that can be performed.

In this article, we show how the components of a UVM 
functional verification environment can easily be extended 
to record additional information about the types of errors 
that have occurred. This additional information can be 
used to classify failing tests based on their system level 
impact (e.g. Silent Data Corruption, Detected Uncorrected 
Error, etc.). We present an architecture that can be 
implemented on Mentor’s Questa® Verification Platform  
for designs with UVM DVE. 

INTRODUCTION 
The integrated circuits used in high-reliability applications 
must demonstrate low failure rates and high-levels of fault 
detection coverage. Safety Integrity Level (SIL) metrics 
indicated by the general IEC 61508 standard and the 
derived Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) specified 
by the ISO 26262 standard specify specific failure (FIT) 
rates and fault coverage metrics (e.g. SPFM and LFM) 
that must be met. To demonstrate that an integrated 
circuit meets these requirements requires a combination 
of expert design analysis combined with fault injection 
(FI) simulations. During FI simulations, specific hardware 
faults (e.g. transients, stuck-at) are injected in specific 
nodes of the circuits (e.g. flip flops or logic gates).

Designing an effective fault-injection platform  
is challenging, especially designing a platform that  
can be re-used effectively across designs. In this article, 
we outline the architecture for a complete FI platform.  
We show how this architecture can be easily integrated 
into a general purpose design verification environment 
(DVE) that is implemented using UVM.

REQUIREMENTS OF A FI ENVIRONMENT 
The purpose of a FI environment is to measure the effect 
of circuit level faults on a high level application such as 
an automotive electronic control unit (ECU) that controls 
a braking system. The DVE that is used for functional 
design validation provides the key to understanding how 
a low-level fault affects the behavior of the full integrated 
circuit. When a fault causes an error at the chip level, 
by interpreting the error messages that are produced 
(e.g. interrupts, mis matching output data, …), design 
and system engineers can map the chip-level behavior 
to a relevant system level effect. To meet safety goals, 
the requisite fraction of faults must produce safe effects. 
The table below enumerates the key requirements and 
features of a FI environment:

 

Table 1 – Requirements of an ASIC FI Environment

Extending UVM Verification Models  
for the Analysis of Fault Injection Simulations 
by Dan Alexandrescu and Adrian Evans, IROC Technologies 

 

Scalable

Typically, it is necessary to inject tens 
of thousands or hundreds of thousands 
of faults. This creates a large volume of 
data which must be managed. This data 
includes the list of faults which must be 
injected, the list of faults that have already 
been injected and the effect that they 
produced. Managing this data in the  
form of ad-hoc text files is not a scalable 
approach, thus a well-organized, relational 
data-base is a requirement. 

Re-Usable

The investment in the FI Environment must 
be re-usable across multiple designs. The 
amount of code that must be customized 
for each design must be kept to a 
minimum. Those parts of the system that 
are not directly tied to the simulator can 
be implemented externally. Those parts 
that interact directly with the DVE must 
be coded using a standard verification 
methodology such as UVM, so that they 
can be easily integrated. 

cont.
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In Figure 1 we show the proposed architecture for a 
FI platform. The original DVE is shown in blue and the 
elements of the FI platform in red. The core element in  
this architecture is the FI database (FIDB) which holds  
all data related to the faults scheduled to be simulated  
and those that have been simulated, including their effects. 
This is implemented using an industrial relational database 
platform.

The web interface provides all users with a view of the  
fault campaigns and the results, including the computation 
of metrics (SPFM). The web interface also allows users to 
set parameters for and schedule new FI campaigns.

With this architecture, the simulation jobs are launched 
to the compute farm without a preconceived notion of 
which fault they will simulate. Instead, when the generic 
FI simulations are launched, the simulator queries which 
fault to inject. This is done through a combination of the 
UVM FI Extension and the FI VPI interacting with the FIDB. 
As the simulation executes and then completes, data is 
sent back to the FI DB about the impact of the fault. An in-
depth description of all aspects of the platform is beyond 
the scope of this article. Instead, the focus of this article 
is on how the use of UVM facilitates the integration of the 
FI platform into a DVE. We discuss two aspects of this 
problem. First, we show how the timing of the fault injection 
can be controlled using UVM. We also show how the results 
reporting can be implemented efficiently using UVM.

TEMPORAL CONTROL OF FAULT INJECTION 
When performing a fault-injection simulation, there are 
fundamentally three main tasks that need to be performed. 
First, the simulator must determine which fault to inject. 
Second, at the appropriate time, the fault must be injected 
and finally, during the remainder of the simulation, the 
result of the fault must be assessed. Prior to the adoption of 
standardized verification methodologies, the timing of these 
tasks had to be done in an ad hoc or customer specific 
fashion. However, using the UVM run-time schedule, these 
tasks can be easily coordinated.

Referring to the proposed architecture in Figure 1, during 
the uvm_pre_reset_phase, the UVM FI extensions can 
query the FI DB to determine which fault to inject. Since 
the database resides outside the simulator, a VPI library 
routine ($fi_setup) is required. This VPI routine issues the 
necessary queries to first register that the simulation has 

Multi-User

The reliability analysis of a large design 
requires expertise from many domains. 
System and chip architects must be 
involved to analyze the impact of faults. 
Implementation engineers must be involved 
to ensure that the correct netlists are 
being simulated. Verification engineers are 
involved to support the DVE and software/
firmware engineers are involved to ensure 
the right code is running. This implies that 
the FI platform must be designed in such 
a way that the data can be presented to 
multiple different users and that it can 
support multiple simultaneous users. 

Fast

Simulation licenses and compute resources 
are always at a premium and it is important 
to ensure the platform makes effective 
use of these resources. Optimizations can 
be made in the design of the experiment 
(DoE), simulation run time as well as job 
scheduling. 

Versioning 
Aware

The source code and netlists for a chip 
design are never frozen until tape out. 
However, it is not practical to wait until the 
design is frozen before undertaking the 
FI analysis. Therefore, it is essential that 
the platform be aware of the source code 
versions which are being simulated and 
support a change management strategy. 
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started running. Then it obtains the fault to be simulated 
during the current run. Typically, the fault consists of 
a 3-tuple consisting of: the time when the fault should 
be injected, the target node where the fault should be 
injected and the type of fault to inject (e.g. transient,  
stuck at,…).

In a naïve implementation, the simulation would execute 
normally until it is time to inject the fault. However, 
significant simulation time can be saved by using 
$save/$restore to quickly advance the simulator state  
to a time that is close to the injection time.

Rather than referencing the time for the fault relative to 
time zero, it makes more sense to take the start of the 
uvm_main_phase as the reference. This way, one can 
avoid injecting faults during the configuration phase and 
the time offset for fault injection remains valid, even if the 
time required for configuration is variable, for example 
due to randomization of the configuration. 

From these simple examples, we see that the UVM 
run-time phases make it possible to synchronize fault 
injections in a generic fashion.

RESULTS REPORTING 
Prior to the adoption of standardized verification 
methodologies such as UVM, error logging was typically 
performed using the $display statement. In such legacy 
DVEs, the results of the simulation log had to be analyzed 
using scripts to determine if any errors had occurred. 
When adding fault injection capabilities to a DVE,  
it was necessary to know the patterns to search for  
in the log file in order to identify errors. Then, as an 
additional step, these error messages had to be mapped 
to system effects.

With UVM, systematic message reporting is implemented 
with messaging methods and macros.

Using the uvm_report_catcher a call back can be 
systematically added to all message reporting calls. Using 
this capability, all messages with a severity of uvm_error 
can be detected. A copy of the message is then stored in 
the FI DB, via the FI VPI. The time, id and message string 
are stored in the FI DB.

The fact that the time of the messages can be stored in 
the database is significant. The standards require that 
the fault reaction time be shown to be lower than the 
fault tolerant time interval. By recording the time of the 
fault injection and the time of the UVM messages which 
indicate that the fault has been detected in the FI DB, 
the fault reaction time can be recorded. Using the web 
interface, the users can issue queries to extract metrics 
such as the  fault reaction time.

The proposed approach of systematically intercepting all 
the error reporting messages in a DVE using the uvm_
report_catcher requires only a minimum amount of code 
and it is compatible with all UVM based DVEs. Using VPI 
routines, this data can be quickly exported to a relational 
database, where the results can be analyzed off-line.

CONCLUSIONS 
Due to standards such as ISO 26262, there is a growing 
need to perform complex fault injection campaigns on 
complex ASICs using advanced DVEs. The core of any 
fault injection platform is a robust database which can 
manage the large volume of data and such a database 
must be external to the simulator.

In the past, the architecture of DVEs varied widely making 
it difficult to provide a generic fault injection platform. 
However, through a careful partitioning of the FI platform 
(as shown in Figure 1) and through judicious use of 
UVM to interface with the DVE, a generic FI platform is 
possible. This reduces the development costs associated 
with FI analysis and makes it faster to show compliance 
with the quantitative reliability and fault detection metrics 
specified in the standards.
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Using the design of an Ethernet (media access control) 
MAC as a sample, this case study will examine how 
complete verification can be done in an integrated and 
automated manner, saving time while improving quality.

Two software tools will be highlighted that offer ease of 
use and thoroughness for users to verify an IP/SoC with 
certainty. The first creates tests for a variety of scenarios 
in a way that is more efficient and exhaustive than a pure 
constrained random methodology. The other forms a layer 
of abstraction around the IP/SoC from a specification.

ISequenceSpec™ (ISS) is used to create a specification 
of the sequences in the design. These sequences can 
be transformed into UVM sequences, firmware code, 
validation sequences, etc. from a common format. The UVM 
sequences generated by ISS can be imported into inFact™ 
from Mentor Graphics®. Next we show how to create 
exhaustive tests using these low level generated sequences 
using the inFact tool. As a sample we created a library of 
Ethernet sequences as follows:

Media Independent Interface Management (MIIM) module 
sequences (MIIM initialization and PHY access), Flow 
Control sequences (automatic, manual), Ethernet transmit 
packet sequences, Ethernet receive packet sequences, 
Ethernet initialization sequences (i.e., Ethernet controller 
initialization and Ethernet controller wake-up on ISR 
sequence). inFact is used to randomize these sequences 
and prove that the device will work in all practical scenarios.

THE HOLY GRAIL OF PORTABLE STIMULUS 
Creating a single specification for testing a device and 
having it run on a variety of platforms is the Holy Grail which 
the current Portable Stimulus Working Group (PSWG) is 
seeking. As they say, there are a variety of ways to “skin a 
cat” (I’m against any animal cruelty but couldn’t resist using 
the phrase). inFact from Mentor Graphics provides a way to 
create the graph-based stimulus that works in a verification 
environment. This stimulus can be ported on to other 
platforms as well. 

ISequenceSpec approaches the problem from a different 
perspective — one that starts from the specification of the 
registers and sequences. It can transform a specification 
into low level sequences. Such sequences understand and 
respect the target environment and are attuned for them. 
The tool uses an associated tool called IDesignSpec™ for 
specification of registers in the design.

This article describes our efforts to reap a higher level 
of productivity and quality by combining these two 
complementary tools. We use the ISequenceSpec tool 
suite for describing the low level sequences for the register 
memories in the addressable region of the design. These 
are then transformed into UVM sequences, firmware and 
sequences for other target domains.

THE ETHERNET MAC 
A typical Ethernet controller provides the modules needed 
to implement an Ethernet node using an external PHY chip. 
In order to offload the CPU from moving packets of data to 
and from the module, typically an internal “descriptor based” 
DMA engine is included in the controller. 

Typically the Ethernet controller  
consists of the following modules: 

• Media Access Control (MAC) block:  
This module implements the MAC functions  
of the IEEE 802.3 specification. 

• Flow Control Block: This module controls  
the transmission of PAUSE frames. Reception  
of PAUSE frames is handled within the MAC. 

• RX Filter (RXF) Block: This module performs filtering  
on every receive packet to determine whether each 
packet is to be accepted or rejected. 

• TX DMA/TX Buffer Management (BM) Engine:  
The TX DMA and TX BM engines perform data 
transfers from the system memory (using descriptor 
tables) to the MAC transmit interface. 

• RX DMA/RX BM Engine: The RX DMA and RX BM 
engines transfer receive packets from the MAC  
to the system memory (using descriptor tables).

Saving Time and Improving Quality with a Specification to Realization Flow  
by Kiran Sharma and Bhavna Agarwal, Agnisys Technology Pvt. Ltd.
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THE PROBLEM OF MIXING  
DIRECTED AND RANDOM SEQUENCES  
Invariably hardware verification requires you to write 
directed sequences in some places and random 
sequences in others. The directed sequences come 
straight from the specification where the designer has 
ordained certain register bits to be set up in a certain way. 
Further, the order of programming the register fields is also 
directed. These sequences typically initialize and configure 
the device. They are described by the designer of the 
device in the programing manual or the datasheet.

On the other hand, a constrained random sequence is 
required in order to explore the entire state space. This is 
something that inFact can control. Not only can it generate 
the random sequences, it can also ensure that the proper 
coverage is achieved with as few simulation runs as 
possible. 

The mix of the directed sequences as described in the 
datasheet and the constrained random sequences as 
required by the verification engineer are necessary in 
order to correctly configure and verify the device. Manually 
calling the directed sequences from inside the test 
sequences makes the environment very brittle. A small 
change in the specification will warrant a change in the 
test environment files. The focus of verification has to be 
on the constrained random sequences, assuming that 
the directed tests are correct by construction, or else the 
debug of constrained random sequences will become even 
more complex.

For example, within the Ethernet controller sequence 
ethInit, macInit, phyInit, and miimInit are all directed 
sequences, while the patternMatchRxFilter configures 
the filters in a variety of ways, and the txPacket sets up 
memory descriptors. There is a similar sequence for 
rxPacket. The details of the initialization sequences are in 
the specification document for the Ethernet controller.

THE SOLUTION WITH INFACT AND ISEQUENCESPEC 
ISeqeunceSpec is used to create a library of sequences 
around the configurable aspect of the device. This forms 
the device’s hardware API for register and memory 
settings. These sequences are then “imported” into  
inFact as “action.”

Having a library of sequences available for creating 
the stimulus in inFact helps reduce the manual effort. It 
enables quick turn around and reduces the chance of 
errors in the tests themselves. 

The figure on the following page shows a graph created 
by inFact that creates the possible test scenarios with 
directed and random sequences.

Saving Time and Improving Quality with a Specification to Realization Flow  
by Kiran Sharma and Bhavna Agarwal, Agnisys Technology Pvt. Ltd.
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Figure 1: Graph created by inFact  

with random and directed sequences

ISS generated sequences are “action” in inFact. For these 
actions, inFact generates virtual tasks, for example: 

ISS generates the details of these tasks from the 
specification document. Now, all that is required to be done 
is “extend” the output sequence generated by inFact and 
include the ISS sequence library.

SUMMARY 
This article showed how to use directed and constrained 
random sequences to create a portable stimulus for an 
Ethernet controller. Using a combination of ISequenceSpec 
and inFact makes it possible to create a highly reusable, 
flexible and comprehensive verification environment.

virtual task action_macInit();  
                   // for macInit Sequence from ISS
virtual task action_mac();
virtual task action_macInit();
:
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INTRODUCTION 
Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) is the industry 
standard verification methodology for Verification using 
SystemVerilog (SV). UVM provides means of doing 
verification in a well-defined and structured way. It is 
a culmination of well-known ideas, thoughts and best 
practices. 

Given the major adoption of UVM across the globe and 
across the industry, advanced users are looking for tips 
and tricks to improve their productivity. UVM does define 
a structured framework for building complex testbenches. 
It is built on strong OOP principles and design patterns 
using underlying SystemVerilog language features. This 
strong OOP nature presents certain challenges to the 
end users. Recall that many Design-Verification (DV) 
engineers come from hardware, electronics backgrounds 
and not heavy Software backgrounds. Hence at times it 
gets tricky for users to debug UVM based testbenches 
when things do not work as expected. 

In this article the authors share their long experience of 
assisting customers with run time debug of common UVM 
issues and potential solutions to them. During our various 
training and consulting engagements using UVM we have 
seen DV engineers struggling to debug relatively simple 

UVM issues. It will be unfair to blame the 
users as many a times, the error 

messages are 

cryptic and do not point to the actual source code, rather 
somewhere from the base classes, making the debug 
difficult. We have captured a series of such common 
issues and error messages into a collateral form that we 
call “UVM Vault”. As part of our QVP engagement with 
Mentor Graphics, we are integrating this UVM Vault to 
Questa® in the near future.  

Specifically, we will highlight a few hand-picked features in 
the UVM factory and provide tips and tricks around them. 
It is expected that the readers are conversant with the 
UVM framework to appreciate the tips presented below.

FACTORY 
UVM provides a convenient way to control which  
objects get manufactured at run time via the well-known 
Factory Design pattern. Wikipedia defines factory  
pattern as:

In class-based programming, the factory method pattern 
is a creational pattern that uses factory methods to deal 
with the problem of creating objects without having to 
specify the exact class of the object that will be created. 
This is done by creating objects by calling a factory 
method rather than by calling a constructor.

In UVM to use factory, there are three important steps:

1. Registration – all classes shall be registered 
with a global factory singleton table

2. Use class::type_id::create() instead of new()
3. Use set_type_override functions

Steps 1 & 2 above are to be done while a 
verification environment is being created by 
the developers. Once such a good framework 
is ready, verification engineers and VIP users 
can use step 3 above to tweak the behavior of 
underlying components and transactions. Below is 
a sample log with a transaction named s2p_xactn.

 

Solve UVM Debug Problems with the UVM Vault 
by Srinivasan Venkataramanan and Ajeetha Kumari, VerifWorks 
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Figure 1: Sample log with s2p_xactn

Now a simple factory override with a derived transaction 
(possibly with additional constraints) can be set as shown in 
Figure 2 below:

Figure 2: Simple factory override

A sample run with Questa shows a log as shown below  
in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Debug tip for factory override

TIP: Look at the “Type” column in standard UVM print 
(uvm_object::sprint) to see if your override indeed worked! 
If not, no need of waveforms to debug, go back to your  
UVM code!

MULTIPLE OVERRIDES FOR THE SAME OBJECT  
There are cases when multiple overrides are set on the 
same object. There are use cases to “ignore” such 
overrides and then other situations where-in it is desired 
to “replace”. UVM’s factory override mechanism supports 
both requirements. Consider a transaction model derived as 
shown in Figure 4, there are two similar error transactions 
derived from a base s2p_xactn.

 

Figure 4: Related transactions

Now if two overrides are specified for the same s2p_xactn 
(assume that’s the transaction on which driver, sequencer 
etc. are parameterized), code snippet in Figure 5 shows a 
way to “replace” the first override with the second.

Figure 5: Pseudo-code to replace existing override

This is a handy trick to run a test with a few 100 transactions 
first with one type and then replace with another derived 
type and run another few 100s within the same test!

TIP: Look for UVM log ID “TPREGR” as shown below  
to ensure your replacement is guaranteed!

Figure 6: Built-in debug hook in UVM  

to display factory replacement
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Often in a IP to sub-system reuse scenarios the 
subsystem engineer is not fully aware of IP level sequence 
functionality. It is possible that a factory override was 
already set by the IP level sequence. Imagine a scenario 
where-in a sub-system verification engineer wants to 
“query” the IP sequence to see if an override exists, if not, 
set a new override. 

 

Figure 7: Reuse scenario – verification plan as flowchart

Though SystemVerilog and UVM do not have a full-fledged 
“reflection API” to “query” such arbitrary questions on the 
database, UVM factory does support this use case via a 
“ignore” option to the factory override method. Refer to 
Figure 8 that shows a similar override as in the previous 
example, but setting the “replace” argument to 0.

Figure 8: Pseudo-code to query and add a new override

This is very useful for the reuse scenarios as described 
above for sub-system integrators.

TIP: Look for UVM log ID “TPREGD” as shown to 
ensure your replacement is conditional (if no previous 
override, then do it!). 

         

Figure 9: Built-in debug hook in UVM to display  
factory override behavior 

Sometimes the user wants to “undo” an override – i.e., 
a base class has been overridden to be replaced with a 
derived class. A little later, with-in the same simulation one 
wants to remove/undo the override and revert back to base 
class. This makes sense only for transactions/sequence 
items as the override plays a role only when the create() 
gets called AFTER the override setting. 

Another scenario when “undo” operation is desired is when 
a IP is being reused at the next level and the integrator 
wants to nullify the override set by the IP. 

An intuitive way to do this would be to override with  
the “same” class when desired. Consider an example  
of pseudo-code below:

Figure 10: Undo an override  

While the above code will work fine with the latest UVM 1.2 
release, in case of UVM 1.1d (which is more prevalent at 
many customer designs as of today), the above code will 
lead to an error as shown below in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Questa® simulation log  
for factory undo in UVM 1.1d    
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A work-around for achieving the same in UVM 1.1d version 
could be to derive a dummy, new class from the base class 
and use it. The new class that is derived should contain no 
extra code and is intended to just fool the compiler to treat 
it as a derived type, but functionally same as the base type. 
Figure 12 shows a possible s2p_undo_xactn UML diagram 
to explain this. 

 

Figure 12: Deriving an extra, dummy transaction  
to implement factory UNDO in UVM 1.1d

 
TIP: Factory undo works out-of-the-box in UVM 1.2 
TIP: Factory undo requires a small workaround in UVM 1.1d
 
DEBUGGING FACTORY OVERRIDES    
Given that UVM supports global and instance based 
overrides (with instance name being a string, computed 
at run time), it is possible for the users to get it wrong the 
first time – i.e., user expects an override to occur, but it 
did not occur. A less popular API in the factory (and not 
so highly recommended to use) uses names to specify 
the original and override objects. Since all SystemVerilog 
strings are computed at run time and typically users tend 
to use “regexp” on these string names, there are definite 
possibilities to get these paths, names wrong. Good thing 
however is UVM factory already has auditing capabilities  
to help in such cases. There exists a print routine in  
uvm_factory that can display things like:

• All the registered classes
• All the overrides seen so far  

(at the time of calling print routine)
• Specific instance where the overrides shall take place

A code snippet of internal implementation of UVM factory  
is shown in Figure 13 below. 

 

Figure 13: Built-in debug hook in UVM factory  

When things do not work as expected, the user can add the 
following code snippet inside a test:

Figure 14: User code to display factory contents  
at run time

A sample print from Questa® simulation with the above 
debug code is shown below in Figure 15. Note that we used 
all_types (0) to see only relevant information. 

  

Figure 15: Questa sample log for factory debug

TIP: Use uvm_factory::print(.all_types(0)) – it is built  
to show the overrides alone.   
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IMPACT OF “NAME” IN FACTORY OVERRIDES    
In UVM components are built hierarchically and hooked  
up at the top level. The hook-up happens through 2 key 
fields – name and parent. Every UVM component in user 
code implements new() as shown below in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Typical constructor in a UVM component

For the first-timer the above code looks a bit strange, but 
since the base class (uvm_component to be precise) 
requires these 2 arguments, it becomes important to 
stick to this style (though technically speaking there are 
other crude ways with default values, etc.). The parent 
argument in the component’s constructor is expected to 
be connected to the “testbench” parent component (and 
not necessarily a standard OOP parent class). A typical 
hierarchy/topology of a UVM testbench looks as shown  
in Figure 17. The standard UVM print_topology prints in  
a tree format as shown below and every “indentation”  
level indicates a layer in the testbench. For instance,  
driver is indented inside agent. It indicates that driver’s 
parent argument is connected to the agent object.  

Figure 17: Typical testbench topology in UVM 

The other argument name is a string value that represents 
the name of the object in the given hierarchy. In UVM, all 
object names must be unique at a given level of hierarchy. 
In general, it is recommended to keep the value that is 

passed to the name argument the same as the handle 
name. There are cases such as AXI fabric environments 
where-in the same agent is instantiated many times using 
a dynamic array. Hence the handle name is an array 
variable, where-as the name argument must be created to 

be unique for each element in that array. While 
doing this, care must be taken to:

• Keep each object’s name to be unique
• Keep sensible names – will see why below.

 
For simplicity, let’s consider a case where-in we 

change the name to be different than the handle. Figure 
18 shows an AXI fabric UVM setup. The environment is 
instantiated with a handle named axi_fabric_env_0.

 

Figure 18: Using different name for the object  
than the handle in UVM  

In the build_phase the environment is constructed  
using factory’s create() – but for experimentation sake  
the name has been changed to CRAZY_ENV. 

This directly impacts the hierarchical name of this 
component and all underneath (as the path has a different 
name). Fast-forward, consider a test writer setting an 
instance based factory override for the sequence item 
within this env-agent-sequencer. Refer to Figure 19 with  
an attempt to override via instance specific API.
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Figure 19: Instance specific override for AXI transaction

While the above code shall compile, run, it will not produce 
the intended overrides! The reason being that the name 
of the environment with the handle axi_fabric_env_0 has 
been set to CRAZY_ENV during the build phase (Refer to 
Figure 18). 

Figure 20 shows the correct way to get the instance specific 
override working in this case. Please note that this is an 
experimental example to demonstrate the impact of name 
argument in UVM and the authors do NOT recommend this 
unless it is really necessary.

Figure 20: Using correct name in the instance path  
for a factory override 

 
TIP: In case of instance specific overrides,  
the “instance path” is important and recall that it uses  
the “name” of the object than the name of the handle!  
TIP: Keep the name simple and straight forward  
and match it to the handle name as much as possible  
TIP: Use get_full_name in case the instance path  
is not clear.

SUMMARY 
UVM is a very powerful methodology. Since it is well 
structured, generation of standard UVM framework as 
a starting point is quite common practice. Such simple 

automation brings productivity to the 
teams. Debugging UVM issues can 
become tricky and painful if users are not 
fully aware of many of the built-in debug 
hooks in the base class library of UVM. 
In this article the authors shared some 

of the time tested tips with respect to UVM factory. All the 
tips mentioned are tool and vendor independent and comes 
for free with UVM. Readers are encouraged to see the 
references section to learn more such tips and tricks.
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